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SIGHTED 89
DEER ON TRIP

nearly impossible to tell the story
cogently.
His only regret was that
there was no moving picture machine
to “ take” the scene.

George W. Norton of Portland Ex

U. S. Marshal Eugene L. Harmon
was in the city on business Satur
day.
Asked by the Commercial about that famous story of his put
ting to rout a bear up river with a
well directed stone, he laughed and
guessed it was a '‘harmless fake.”
He did admit that U. S. Marshal
Cleary has a bear’s tooth, but where
it came from is a mystery that Mr.
Cleary attempted to explain by the
story regarding Mr. Harmon knock
ing it from a living bear’s jaw.

press-Advertiser Has Thrill
ing Story. -

The things that distinguish Remington-UMC Big Game Rifles
hom all others of their class are certain fundamental refinements
invented and used exclusively by the Remington Arms-Umon
Metallic Cartridge Company.
High Power Slide Action Repeaters with the famoui Rem*
intton-UMC Slid' Action feature: Six shot; H&mmerlea; 22 inch
Ordnance Steel Bane), patented quiek-adjuatable Straight Bar Rear
Sight and new design Copper Bead Front Sight. Chambered for .25
Remington, .30 Remington. .32 Remington and .35 Remington
cnrtndg
Autoloading Rifles—Five shots at one 'loading—you
ply pr
ding—you sim
simply
tects empties and loads
the trigger for eh shot. Automatically ejects
Solid
the fresh shell. Made with the famous Remington-UMC
Remingto
Breech: Hammerleta; Positive Safety Device; Chambered for .25
Remingtou, .30 Remington, .32 Remington and .35 Rtm-ngton
cartridges—and the new .22 calibre Remington-UMC Autoload
ing Hide, shooting the .22 Remington Autoloading Cartridge.
Look for the dealer who displays the Red Ball Mark o f Remington.
UMC. He has these Remington-UMC Rilies in stock now
or can get them for you.
To keep your gun cleaned and lubricated
right, use Rem Oil, the new
powder solvent, rust
preventative, and gun
lubricant.

James K. Spellman, agent for Cttiisholm Bros., leaves next week on a
299 Broadway. New York City
hunting trip and his friends expect
him to bring home a buck or two
and are anticipating a fine venison
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
HOTBL BLANCHARD.
feast.
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
STRATTO* MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center of the Fish and Game for Tune, October and November.
Chief Game Warden John Bowden
( is to distribute 20 cans of fish from.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., Belgrade hatchery for W. C. DinsH O T E L BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. H . G R O S E . Prop.
more of Machias on October 22.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
^ R e m in g to n A r m s -U n io n M e ta llic C a r tr id g e C o

Because beaver are doing actual,
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
In
T h e five mile river affords substantial damage to property
the town of Medway, the state fish,
the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
and game commission has declared
For particulars write for free circular to
an open season for beaver
from
Capt. B. F. COBURN,
Nov. 1, 1915, to Feb. 29, 1916. Dur
LAK EW O O D CAMPS,
Middledam, Maine
ing the open season it shall be law
ful for any licensed hunter and trap
per of fur-hearing animals to trap
beaver thereon, but no person shall
set a trap for beaver within
ten
ifeet of a beaver house.

lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps.

Mountain View House
M ou n tain Y ie w , M ain e
Por further particulars write or address *

L. E. S 0 WLEY,
M ou n tain Y ie w ,

.

*

.

M a in e

Supt. W. McDonald of the Belgrade
| Lake hatchery was in Bangor Fri
day noon, with. 50,000 salmon fingerlings for Bog Lake, a tributary to
| Machias river, in the town of Northfield.
In Bangor the shipment was
taken in charge by Chief Warden
John Bowden.

E d . G r a n t ’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
«tream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephony in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
CD. G R A N T (EL SON CO.,
P. O. A d d r e ss, G ran t's Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

| BALD M O U N TAIN CAMPS »■“

|

Bald Mountain Camps are sitwated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselooknuej n o tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
I road to camps— Telephone connections—Tw o mails daily—Write for free cireulaF.
1
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine

»
55

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy o f access
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very
abundant.
Non-resident hunting license fee only S I5.00
Write the S a n d y R iv e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for
booklet with map.

F. N. BEAL, General Manager,
Wanted to See Them.

Cedric (meeting Clarence in the
Park)—“Well, old chap, what are you
doing heah?” Clarence— “ Just admir
ing the beauties of nature.” Cedric—
“Aw, i say, have many gone by?”—
New York Globe.

MODERN EVE IS
SHOT AT BY HUNTER
Deerskin

Garment

Came

Near

Being Cause of Tragedy

A deer skin gown has its draw
backs, even though it may serve a
good purpose as protection from the
biting chill that
prevails in the
woods of northwestern Maine at this
season of the year, says the Port
land Press.
There is nothing that
might serve as a precedent to prove
that it has protective properties of
a coat of mail.
That’s why Mrs.
■Walter F. Estes got th e. scare
of
her life one day this week. In oth
er words, the modern Eve -was mis
taken tor a deer by a pair of care
less hunters.
Fortunately the shot
that was fired did not reach its in
tended mark, otherwise
Mr.
and
Mrs. Estes’ conquest with
nature
would have had a sudden and tragic
ending.
It was while gathering ferns early
in the week that Mr. and Mrs.
Estes were given^the scare of their
lives.
Only one shot was fined, for
Patrolman Walter B. Holmes and
Ralph Bean have returned from a before the echo of the report had
died out both Mr. and Mrs. Estes
hunting trip at Oxhead lake in the *
upon
Nicatous region, securing one fine had thrown themselves flat
the
ground,
where,
remaining
perfect
deer.
ly quiet, they waited for the gunners
to approach, which they did with
Fred D. Jordan of the Merrill
dispatch, believing ^that they had
Trust company has just returned
brought down a deer.
When they
from his annual hunting trip in the
were near enough so that Mr. Estes
Maine woods.
On his way home a
felt safe in getting upon his feet afour-footed pedestrian, a big black
gain, he told the strangers some
bear, undertook to somewhat trucu
things about gunning that they need
lently oppose Mr. Jordan’s right of
ed to know, and he told them in no
way in Ms big automobile, and not
uncertain terms.
This is Mr. Estes’
having taken cognizance
of
the
latest message which relates their
fact that Mr. Jordan had a right to
thrilling experience:
the road and a trusty Remington
(By Walter F. Estes.)
rifle, was soon an involuntary and no
Wonderland, Oct. 21.—Things are
longer lively passenger of the car,
running along smoothly with ns, with
for he was killed with but a single
(Continued on page five.)
shot.
On the way for assistance
in loading on the carcass of the hear
Mr. Jordan encountered a fine buck
deer who, curious as to what was
going on, came within rifle range an
came to Bangor with Mr. Bruin.
There being no more room in the
car for the big game, Mr. Jordan
contented himself with shooting four
The Original Has Been Revived
birds and so finished his trip.

Roy Mann, of the Wyman
drug
store on Exchange street went hunt
ing by automobile Friday afternoon
out on fehe Greenfield road and se
cured several fine birds.
Mr. M'utty
went auto hunting on the Orneville
road and secured three of the four
partridges that he happened to meet.
Numerous
Cheif Gamfe Warden Howard Wood
% other hunters have been
going out all the week and report the of Greenville was a visitor to Ban
birds plentiful.
gor Saturday night, coming here by
automobile.
Edward E. Race, superintendent of
the Green Lake United States fish
G. Rockwell Youngs on Saturday
hatchery, was a visitor to Bangor,
be
Saturday on business.
Mr.
Race liberated the partridge which
reports that the season’s work has came entangled in his automobile,’
started at the hatchery and the re giving the bird a sporting chance;
pairs that have been underway are He had agreed to count 25 before
shooting.
By that time, Mr. Bird
practically completed.
was well out of sight.

T h e First D u ty O f A n y
R ifle Is T o S h o o t S tra ig h t
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Phillips, Maine
T h a t Mutual Friend.

Bobby—Dad. what is a mutual
friend?” Mr. Fogg—“He is generally
one who makes it his business to see
that you don’t miss hearing the nasty
things your neighbors say about you.”
^-Stray Stories.

Harry Brjggs, state superintendent
of Maine fish hatcheries, was a visit
or to Bangor, Friday, on his return
from Tunk pond, where he inspected
the new hatchery.
Mr. Briggs re
ports that it is proving to be very
successful and the fish are thriving
vigorously.
The temperature of the
water is never above 55 degrees,
which closely approximates natural
conditions, and is ideal for hatching
purposes.
Editor George W- Norton of the
Portland Express Advertiser, who
spent a monthls' vacation at the
Knight camp, Molunkus, recently, ha
a thrilling story in his newspaper
regarding a narrow escape of Ed
ward P. Knight, proprietor of the
camp.
While out hunting, he caugh
sight of a cub bear and started in
pursuit.
He raised his rifle
and
fired.
Rushing on almost heedless
ly without waiting to see whether he
had gotten his animal, his attention
was attracted by something to one
side and looking around to the left,
saw Mrs. Bruin, the mother of the
cub, coming for him with mad dene
pace, her mouth' opened and growl
ing fiercely.
She was within ten
feet of Mm before he was aware of
her presence.
Quick as a flash, he
turned his automatic rifle upon the
approaching angered mother
bear
and shot her dead in her tracks, the
bullet cutting open her throat and
severing her windpipe.
He began to think he was in a
nest of bears, for immediately
he
saw another on the ground near him,
also making for him and a fourth in
the tree.
He shot one and the
other escaped.
Afterwards he said
things happened so fast that it was

SPORTSMEN’S
SHOW REVIVED
and Will Open at Madison

That game in the eastern part of
Penobscot county and Aroostook c-oun
ty is plentiful this year is shown
by the report of E. D. Winans of
Lowell, Mass., New England sales
man Sor the Ajiax-Grieb Rubber Co.,
who with his driver, Asa Ladd, for
merly of this town, who arrived here
Tuesday evening after a tour of east
ern Penobscot county
towns
and
Aroostook county in Mr. Wiman,(s
Mercedes car.
Leaving here two weeks ago
Messrs. Winans and Ladd made all o
the principal towns in Penobscot,
Washington, Hancock and Aroostook
counties, returning here
Tuesday
evening.
During their tour of Han
cock and Washington counties they
'.sighted 51 deer,
Having no non
resident licenses and no guns they
naturally refrained from shooting.
In Aroostook county they saw 24
deer and four hull moose while after
crossing the line' into
Penobscot
county and continuing to
Dexter
they saw 14 deer and one moose on
the road.
Mr. Winans reports that everything
in Aroostook rotates around
the
potato prices.
Though the crop is
generally short some of the growers
are realizing small fortunes from
tlieir farms, the prices being rather
high for this season of the year.
The Mercedes car which Mr. .Win
ans drives was also the subject of
more or less speculation in some of
the Aroostook county towns.
This
car which is of the racing type and
which formerly was driven in some
the country-known races in this
country stopped the betting fervor of
some of Presque Isle’s best known
sporting men with whom Mr. Winans
offered to wager a substantial sum
that his Mercedes could beat any
thing from Presque Isle to Caribou.

Square Garden, March 15
The original Sportsmen’s Show has
been revived.
The next Exhibition
will be opened Monday
morning,
March 15th, and closed Wednesday
evening, March 22nd, at
Madison
Square Garden, the show’s birthplace.
Sportsmen’s Shows were originated
by Captain J. A. H. Dressel.
The
initial Show was held May 13-18, 1895
at the Garden.
The annual exhi
bition of the future will be held by
the National Sportsmen’s Show Cor
poration, under the auspices of the
National Sportsmen’s Association.
The Shows will be managed by
Captain J. A. H. Dnesseil^and Allen S,
Williams.
In the 1916 event there
will be features to be shown for the
first time.
Game regions will be
well represented and assurances have
already been received that combined
exhibits representing New Bruns
wick will be the most extensive ever
made in any Sportsmen’s Show. Re
gions that have not been hitherto
represented in similar exhibitions will
this time be seen and there is a
probability that Louisiana, which is
now advertising its claims to be one
of the greatest game States in the
union, will be represented.
If but
a few of the many persons who are
practically interested in bringing
Sportsmen and Campers to
Maine
would combine to make a comprehen
sive exhibit to represent this State,
there could be a Show in the 1916
Sportsmen’s Show that would tax the
resources of the management to al
lot space for It.
The exhibition
space will be valuable and will all
be occupied and £t is up to the
people of Maine whether Maine Will
have it or some otheij Statei, possib(Continued on page five.)
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sent away are made with a water •comies, and the rain is still falling,
Like soldiers going to a war, wom
tight case on the side and a place everybody should be asked to tell a
en and children came to see them
for ice between this jacket and the story of the rain fairies, and the
off.
T!he car has been on a siding
fe»
repository for the fish, they being good they do; then, .play a
at the upper Maine Central for two
games,
and
crawl
into
bed,
while
fed
regularly
on
the
trip
and
sup
days getting loaded, and a thorough
plied with salt water carried along the tent is warm and dry from, the
job was made of it.
Paul D. Sargent, Chief Engineer jo the same refrigerator car. Many heat of the campfire.
Famous Hunting Club Left Lewiston
The wives must needs remain at
of Maine State Highway Com
of the lobsters going across
were
Last Friday on Annual
home.
That is, there’s two ways
picked
up
here
by
the
fish
commis
mission
Gives
Address.
of saying it.
A talking
machine
Outing.
sion steamer Gannet from the local
was taken along with the rest of
fishermen.
In
an
address
before
the
Portland
the
impedimenta.
Tihe King of all the vaudeville Bills,
These fellows are going hunting. Rotary Club of Portland Friday after
Not many years ago,
In other words they are going Off noon, Paul D. Sargent, chief engin
Was an artist surnamed, William
Melville Stoltz, the noted inventor
Yonder to their hunting lodge, there eer of the Maine State Highway Com
Tell, his last name if you know.
of St. Louis, Mo., has had some in.
to track dozens of denizens of the mission made the remarkable aad
teresting rod and gun news in the
Now Bill’s headline (in the paper)
forests.
There to eat beans and got hitherto unpublished statement that
St. Louis newspapers about his visits
At the inch, a jitney rate
away from the cares of life, live like the proposed state highway system
in
the past thirty years to the fish
Was plucking juicy Baldwins
real men.
The car will reach Kineo of 1,300 miles laid out by that Com Make Your Own Sunshine and Let ing and hunting resorts of the Great
From, his youthful scion’s plate.
station where a transfer is made to mission reaches 73 per cent of the
South Bay, Long Island, N. Y.
It Rain.
a
steamer.
They won’t all g,o in th population of Maine and covers 75
His aim, was sure as mustard
Stoltz is a practical field shot anc
of
boat they brought with them.
At Per cent of t)he total valuation
Makes a plaster for a cold,
expert bait caster in both fresh wat
the state.
This number of miles
( W r it te n fo r Maine Woods.)
Tho what made the chappie famous Sid Young’s Wongan down the lake,
er and salt water and is a pro fount
covers only five per cent of the
By Eva M. Furbush.
they
will
start
walking
in,
about
an
Was that William never told.
follow'd* of Izaak Walton in fine fly
total road mileage of the state hut
The boss camper got up
early,
hour’s walk.
The baggage will be
fishing for trout.
so carefully has the
Commission found the world outside the tent more
The disciples of William Tell, the toted.
‘‘He has fished and hunted all o\>
worked out its problem that it runs than ‘ ‘dewy,’1’, and, with gloomy fore
The camp will be warm, and baked)
original bow and arrow expert and
the
United States,” says the St
through every city, every county seat bodings, predicted a ‘‘rainy day” in
the
sure enough dead shot, were pulled beans, the official feed for
Louis
Globe-Democrat,
“ and hij
and every principal town in Maine. camp.
out of Lewiston, Friday morning, in ‘‘first night in /’ will be laid out and
companions
in
the
artistic
W'orld, a
Actually it reaches 238 of the some
“ What’s the use of getting up,
iu.
The camp is somewhere in the
their William Tell special car.
mong
them
being
Charles
Bradford
thing over 500 cities and towns with then?,” inquired :his wife, from her
They left prepared for all emergen vicinity of Spencer Mountain, accord
the angling author (whose book, T
in its limits.
wool blankets and hemlock pillow.
cies, rain, fire and hail or a repub ing to a statement issued by a sist
Determined Angler,’’ Grover Clev
Chief Engineer Sargent declared
‘‘Might as well do something,” and
lican victory, and in their car w7as er of one of the Tellers.
that the Commission’s plan in the the boss camper brought in some land declared to be the equal of the
The stay will be two weeks for
stocked food enough to feed an
Walton classic), with whom
Mr
expenditure of the $2,000,000 bond is soaked wood, peeled off the
bark
army, guns enough to stock a regi the most, although they will drop in
Stoltz
has
fished
and
followed
fie
):
sue was “ the greatest goed to the until he found a bit of dry pith, and
and leave, as business or circum
ment.
sports for twenty-five years.
greatest number.”
He said that by made a pile of fine shavings,
and
stances dictates.
That wasn’t all.
“ Bradford has some royal trot
the end of this season practically 200 placed them down in the center of
This club is composed of men from
By virtue of Bob Hodgson’s versa
ponds on Long Island, N. Y., and M
r
miles of magnificent new state liigh- the fireplace.
Then he scraped
tility, Bob doesn’t get mad when you all over New England, whose 0in*
Stoltz
is
one
of
the
favored
fe
s
wav would be completed.
some of the wood into fuzz, and put
call him that, the secret agents of nual pilgrimage to the woods takes
Discussing the question of state it on the pile of shavings, taking a who are always welcome to fe
the William Tells have secured Sec. place every fall.
highw ays Maine had not been idle, h match or two to light the fuzz, and there, ‘for Stoltz is an angler, nets
The car carried C. C. Wilson, G. said, and since 1901, $4,280^000 have
Daniels’ navy and had it stored care
mere fisherman,’ says Mr. Bradfor;
shielding the precious pile with his
fully away in the baggage section of B. Estes, R. J. Hodgson; Henry Mc- been expended upon them.
‘and anglers are men who prole;
coat from the rain.
One or two
the coach.
This statement is not Cusken, East Braintree, Mass.; Judge
One noteworthy statement was that trials and the pile was burning. fishing waters, as well as fish then
vouched for and was doubted by Newell, Arthur G. Staples, C. A. beginning next year, it was planned
and are of that chivalric spirit ths
Over the top of the fireplace were
many because the navy seemed to Wakefield, Saco; Dr. Joumeay, Bos to put all state highways, both im
makes them judge the fishing da;
several logs to catch the weight of
be quite modem, and the big thick ton; E. A. Harnett, Boston; G. S. proved and unimproved, under the
more by quality than quantity.’
th rain, and to the pile the boss add
six plate (preventions against all Willie, Newmarket, N. H.; G. F. patrol system, a force of about 500
‘‘Mr. Stoltz fervently relates hi
cd more wood from' the center of
Ricker, patrolmen covering every Siection of
things germane, submarines includ Dinsmore, Boston; Hiram
r
|large pine knots, and small
twigs duck-shooting experiences with M
ed) give ri&e to the rumor that the Poland Spring; Myron Fish, Provi Maine being constantly on the high
Bradford in the Great South Ba;
which dry out quickly.
Soon a good
dence, R. I.; George R. Hall; Archie ways frem April until late in
East Peru navy had been captured.
‘We saw mi
the fire was blazing up, and once obtain Long Island, N. Y.
Someone said that it was one of Kierstead, Grove-ton, N. H.; W. W. fall, maintaining them in the best
lions of broad-bill duck and bra:
ed, even the wettest wood will burn
Dan’s canal boats but this was not Fiske, Providence; George Bnrkander possible condition.
geese on numerous trips,’ says M
r
At the present after awhile.
«o, it was too big for the canal. Providence, R. I.; M. J. Googin, Dav time the plan has been to keep pa
into oc
After breakfast the boss
camper |Stoltz; ‘thousands came
id Hai, Providence; C. A. Cadmus; trolmen only on the sections built, a
Beside there isn’t any canal.
. decoys within easy range, 6eas«
constructed a table under the porch
But lest the writer gets astray and D. S. Waite; Byron Boyd, Augusta; force of 25 men only having been em
.addition, by driving four three-inch after season, but we never baggforgets the real story, and if he does George M. Parks, Providence; Horae ployed this year.
alder limbs, sharpened at the ends, more than a sportsman’s modest lie
that he will get spoken to by his Munroe.
The average cost of maintaining ; deep into the ground, allowing about it on any trip; not because of inab
managing editor, who is a William
The chef is R. M. Cuddy, and his the State Highway Department, he
three feet above ground. Then two ity to shoot straight—Bradford is
Teller.
assistants are Charles Willey and deelared, has been only about six
smaller limbs were nailed
to the crack wing shot, the best I know i
Anyway, they went in' a car and Felix Gallant.
The four guides who per cent, a remarkably low figure.
pests, lengthwise, and a covering and I am no poor hand at giving tr,
had a boat in the ear, and they wore will show them the mysteries of
Hon. Philip J. Deerjng of Port made of many cross pieces of small ger—but because we both share l
green suits, and those men who have woodlore are George Buckingham, land, chairman of the Maine State thin limbs.
conservative spirit that rigidly lim
nice shaped legs, like George R. Hall G’ d Ronco, Henry Ronco and Mose Highway Commission, delivered an ad
For a tablecloth one must fill in fhe take in all shooting and fis;
wore knee breeches.
Duty.—'Lewiston Journal.
dress at the same meeting.
He dis the crevi&es with grass and ferns, ia«.’
“ Mr. Stoltz also tells interest::
cussed the state highway situation and let constant use flatten them
_ 'iiiiiiiiiiiiiit iiiim iiiiiim iiiiiim ii« iiim iiiim iM iiiiiiit iiH iiiiiim iiiH iiiiiiiiiim iu iiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiim im iiiiiiH iiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiim iiiim iin iH im iiim iin ii! iiiiim iiiiii’.i and told how the Commission
was down.
The boss camper’s
wife tMes cf shore and meadow shooti:
honestly endeavoring to give Maine brought out her camp embroidery Iwith his author friend in their pc
the very best possible service and to which was a box of blue, and white ! suit of black-breasted plover a:
see that it got a dollar's worth of 1print squares, to be patched together ! dowitch bay snipe, and to listen :
highway for every dollar expended. j into a cushion top, and on each his stories of how he and Bradfcc
He declared that when the present ! square she was outlining or embroid Ihave many times taken the big broc
A fine set o f sporting camps in one o f Maine’ s best j bond issue was expended, the state ering some wood’and design with red trout of the brackish streams t
| hunting and fishing territories is fo r sale. On a large pre- | would l ave in the neighborhood of tambo cotton,—the design
having Long Island—great specimens of f>
400
miles
of
state
highway
complet
f:rst been drawn by herself from na- pounds that have gorged themseb| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
ed, covering the heaviest traveled j ture onto the cloth.
A maple leaf, up to this weight by their sojoa:
and most important t>: oroughfare.
or fern leaf, a few grasses, tree, or ; in salt water where they feed »
Both Mr. Deer ing and Mr. Sargent Idaisy, simply outlined in pencil and fatten on shrimp and ki’ lyfish—is t
were given hearty’ applause at the Ithen worked proved to be quite ef next best thing to a real day in i
=
•
open.”
conclusion of their talk.
fective and the cushion top, when
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
done would be a pleasant reminder o
S H IP M E N T
OF 6,000 S E E D LOB
camping days, whether used on a THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
S T ERS.
summer porch in the city or gracing ! ' T h i s is a very inPreparations are being made at a living room couch.
|
teresting and in
The youngest camper was trying structive book on mak T H E
be U. S. fi&h hatchery at Booth bay
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
ing cabin boats, canoes,
ar a shipment of 6,000 seed lobst- to make a boat out of a flat stick I row boats, etc. It tells CABIN BOAT
PRIMER
which
she
had
carefully
hidden
away
|of the various streams
nhniiiiiiiiiMiiiiiHmiiiiiiiHiiiiiiimiiimiiiiMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiuiiimHiiiiiiiiiiiimHiiiiimmiiiimiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiiirmiiiimmminiiiniiiiiiiiiit rs which will leave there for the
’aci.fic coast early next month, says for the purpose, and her struggles to one can trip on with a
he Biddeford Journal.
Gapt. E. E. whittle out the desired shape f. r a cabin boat, how to
equip for such a trip,
I/abn, the superintendent, and other first class sailing craft, finally en what to wear and eat,
fficials are now preparing the big listed her father’s services, and to cost of a two month’s !
rates in which the crustaceans will gether they produced something tint trip. It gives descrip
tions and
diagrams, U_
o across the continent, the crates was half way between a dug-out and photographs and chapters on construed
a
mud
scow,
with
a
mast
and
a
piec
r.d all the appliances being made at
when to float, when ahd where to land r
When the sun other useful hints. Book is compiled
lit hatchery.
Several similar ship- of cloth for a sail.
wonderful boat facts and observations made by the aliii
ents have been made in recent yeais shone again that
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrate
would
be
sailing
down
the creek, and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
a the Pacific coast with good reults, very few of the lobsters fail- dancing over the waves, like any lion Down the Mi-sissippi River in a Cabin R>
Trip Down the Y i kon. The Cabin Boat. Ho*
2 to survive the
long journey, est sailor of the briny deep.
Build a Cabin B01 t. The Cabin B< at’s Equips
Furr.ishiigs and Furniture, Odds and Ends
Rainy-day doings are a good test Equipment,
nd there are many evidences that
The Skiff or Tenrer, The Gaso
W hat to Wear. Things to Eat, Ci
^cs,? transplanted from Maine wat-. for the ingenuity of man, woman, or Launch.
Boat Exren»<s, Cabin Hosting Waters, Mapsi
rs to t’ °se of Puget
Sound are child, because there is plenty of time Landing Lists. Floatir g. Floating at Nightan:
Fogs, Going- Up St-earn. Weather. MakingFJ
ow living and reproducing.
T’ e and quiet for “thinking out” some and Some Rope Hints. Land ngs, Troubles, ft
of the Boat. W ays of Making Money. On Mathing
nice
to
do.
When
evening
rates in which the lobsters are
Notes, Land Hints. Photographing. Game 1

BEFORE PORTLAND
ROTARY CLUB

WILLIAM TELL
HITS THE TRAIL

DUCKS, SNIPE
AND TROUT

RAINY DAY DOINGS
FOR CAMPERS

A REAL BARGAIN

|

$ 3 ,0 0 0

|

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fish:'
Amusements. Books, Trapper’s Canoe. A ft
|Boat Coon Hunt.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

Young wom en
going to
Boston to w o rk or otit4 y ,
an y lady going to Boston fo r
pleasuro or on a shopping
tr ip w ith o u t m alo ascort dirt 11
find ths

Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to
M a in e

W oods

(outing edition.)

Name — ............................................................................... ........................
A ddress............................................................................................................
State

.........................................................................................

.......

Franklin Square
House
a delightful place to atop. A
H o m e-H o tel In th o h e a r t of
Boston exclusively fo r w o 
men. &30 rooms, aa fs, co m 
fo rtab le convenient o f access,
prices reasonable.
F o r p a r
ticulars and prices address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St, Boston, Mass.

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S I.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICKKL,
TAXXDERMTST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tat*
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
. R AN G ELE Y.
.
.
.
map

‘ ‘ Monmouth MoccosiaS’’
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumrbenrw
Known fche world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

-

-

-

Mb
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Fresh Corn On the Cob
—or Dry Kernels?
Fresh tobacco in the Sickle Plug or dried up particles
of sliced or granulated tobacco ? Real tobacco flavor de
pends upon the leaf being preserved in its natural state, pos
sible only by pressing the leaves into plug form and keeping it
inby covering it with a natural leaf wrapper. T h e natural fla
vor and strength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
Take a P lug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will burn and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in P lug Form .
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
judge for yourself.

3 Ounces

M A I N E , O CTOB ER 21} 1915.

our high boots, we ploughed through' Heve that he was ever an invalid,
ic, ’caring little for the discomlorts for with his deep chest and easy
of wet and muddy boots as long as stride lie looked the
picture of
He very kindly Showed us
we were in the woods and had plent health.
of time to do as we pleased.
Our through his home and it was equip
first deer was cf course seen almost ped with everythfng to, make it cicrnVery fine copper screens
as soon as we stepped into the woods f. rtable.
and we saw them all along, some covered the windows, through, which
times three or four together and sc not even the little ‘‘no-see-em’s”
Itame that we secured a number of could penetrate and thick fur rugs
covered tfhe couches', chairs
and
! good pictures at very short range.
We walked on and on with ever floors giving the rooms wiith their
j changing scenery, examining every - stained walls covered with souvenirs

decision made, we started in tr„ get
supper.
Roy, my fellow wanderer
declared thiat he was '‘some chef”
and I. was perfectly willing to let
him. have charge of that department,
knowing that the “ inner man” would
be miucih better nourished if I should
be the chamber maid and water boy.
Finding the spring, I brought the wat
er and then made the beds', while
Roy busied himself preparing succo
tash with canned corn and peas
which, be found in the carnjp. This

Slice it as

7

youu t

t o e

THROUGH DEAD
RIVER REGION
An Account of Some of the Inter
esting Things

P H IL L IP S ,

Which

Hap

pened to a Party.
Cambridge, Mass.,
October 25, 1915.
Dear Editor:
Here is the story of a little trip
in the Dead River, taken quite a
few years ago. Perhaps you would
like to use it.
Some years ago, even before that
country was made famous by the ex
periment of Joe Knowles, the Boston
artist, a good friend and myself took
a walking trip through the renowned
Dead River region.
So much, has
been said about this country, of its
beauties,
pleasures and the abun
dance cf its fish and game, that I
stall not try to improve upon it but
only give a brief account of some of
the interesting and amusing things
Which, happened to us.
The start f r o m the city and the
arrival at Enstis, or “ Useless”
as
some of the natives like to call it,

wag tie same as many other trips.
The same jo.y and free feeling upon
finding yourself out of the city and
speeding towards the great woods f r
a few days of real live pleasure, the
same ride which seemed as though it
would never end, the same jerky
little train at Farmington which
shakes and thumps you- over the
thirty or so miles between the tarTHElRE ARE FINE ROADS FROM BIGELOW TO
minus of the Maine Central and Bige
low, where you take the stage for
Bustis and the same sound sleep that; thing which looked as though' it from the forest a very sylvan ap
night, after the long trip, in the pure; might be interesting,
occasionally pearance.
A fine vegetable garden,
sitting on* a stump for a chat and a fenced in to protect it from
fresh air of the woods.
the
The next morning after watching pipe and praising the woods of Maine deer, furnished him with fresh gar
the buckboard thump off for King j with every word we uttered.
den truck through the summer, but
and Bartlett camp®, with the mud of
The first person we met on the tLe pride of his heart was evidently
the down trip caked inches deep cm read was the mail carrier, who with his arsenal, and well it should be,
the heavy wheels, we leisurely smok his horse carried the mail in and for it contained guns of all des
ed a pipe on the veranda of the hotel out of King and Bartlett, comiimg out criptions, from the heavy calibre wit
and after congratulating ourselves a one day and going in the next. We which “ Our Teddy” is wont to shoot
number of times that wre were going discovered that he was the caretaker big game in the African wilds to the

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIIWK TABLE
In Effect, September 26, 1915.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips, Rang-eley and Bigelow, at
6.15 P. M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M
and from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10

P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A . M. and leaves at
H.00 A. M.
STRONG Passenger Trains leave for Farmington
at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For Phillips at 12.37
P. M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M.
and for Bigelow at 5.50 P. M. Passenger tiains
arrive from Farmington at 12 37 P. M. and 5.47
P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M,
and from Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farm
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farmington at R.OOA . M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
6.15 P .M . Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A.
M„ Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
ington at 2 15 P. M.
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farm
ington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives^t 8.00 P- M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M,
and leaves at 7.30 A . M.
SALEM Passenger Train leaves at 1.00 P. M. for
Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
KINGFIELD Passenger Train leaves for Bigelow
at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington at
12.40 P. M.
MLxed train leaves for Farmington at 6.45 A. M.
and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
BIGELOW Passenger Train leaves for Farmington at 10.50 A . M. and arrives at 7.28 P. M. Ar
rives from Kingfield at 10.00 A . M. and 7.28 P. M.
and leaves for Kingfield at 10.50 A . M. and 7.35
P. M.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50 A.
M. Phillips 12 25 P. 1VL Strong 12.47 P. M.,
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M . Returning
leave Farmington at 1.50 P- M. Strong 2.22 P. M.
Phillips, 2.45 P. M., arriving at Rangeley at 4.25
P. M.

F. N. B EA L , Gen’I Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

DEER POND NEAR FLAGSTAFF, MAINE.
to, walk over those rough, roads in
stead of ride, we packed cur second
hand U. S. army knapsacks and start
ed out.
We had received minute dfiredtiooi'S
of the trail at the hotel and the
first thing we did was to lose it
and wander through tine fields on the
other bank of the river a half hour
before we could find it. Before we
plunged into the woods we took a
few pictures of the town sprawled ou
across the river.

of the camps at Deer pond,

then little .22 with, which Mrs. Tis&en ils

c’osed, and as be offered to let us
have the keys we decided to stay
there that night, although we had
plenty of time to make King and Bartlett.
Perhaps a couple of miles before
we reached the pond we reached the
domain of John Tissen, who has a
wonderful home cm Little Jim pond,
Mr. Tissen wais formerly steward of
the Lamb’s club of New York, but
failing health compelled him to come
It was hard to beWe found the road muddy but with lo the woods.

an excellent shot,
Although urged to stay for some
“ eats,” we were anxious to be out in
the woods again, so we said good
bye and hit the trail for Deer pond,
reaching it long before sundown, so
having plenty of time to make camp,
We had quite a variety of camp's
t select from and it took much discuss ten to decide in which to bunk
that night, as the view, breadth of
piazza, many other things had to be
considered.
With the all important

EUSTIS
wag my first experience witih that
dainty disih and I hope it will be
the last.
The chef had put in
enough seasoning for forty woodsmen
and one mouthful was enough.
My
supper consisted of two biscuits and
one doughnut, my share of the re
mainder of the lunchi brought from
Eustis, with two doughnuts Left over
for breakfast.
Roy refusing to ad
mit bis deficienoes in the culinary
art, bravely ate the succotash, but it
took much of the fine spring water
to get it down, which we discovered
the next morning was full of wrig
glers and he said all the next day
that be was hatching the larva and
the mosquitoes were flying out of
his mouth.
A futile attempt was made in the
morning to get some trout for break
fast but we were not favored with,
even a single rise.
No amount of
persuasion could induce Rcy to make
any more sucdotasih for he said I
was not educated up to it and Sie
wouldn’t waste his efforts on me.
So, fighting down the temptation to
try our .38 Colt on the spike horn
that bad been making himself very
friendly around the cattnp, we
ate
our breakfast of four dougthinuts and
with our belts two holes' tighter, we
hit the trail for King & Bartlett. Ten
miles is the distance th,e natives have
given, and by the way, it is grow
ing shorter every year, but every
mile seemed three to us that morn
ing and not much time was spent in
viewing the scenery. To make mat
ters worse, Old Sol Who the day be
fore had been very kind, now came
out in all his fury and beat down on
our heads, which we protected
as
•well as we could with wet leaves
under our caps.
In spite of the
growing pangs of hunger we took
the time to, visit the famous .King
& Bartlett spring we had heard so
much about.
A barrel has
been
placed around the spring and the
(Continued on page seven.)

PALM ER ENGINES AN D
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
and light boa*s, $48.00. Largest, stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

SY L V A N

L A K E

As good as it sounds, with camps of
all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and
trout.
Excellent hunting.
Guides
furnished. Write for terms to
F. G . H A Y D E N ,
R. F. D . 1,
Abbot Village, Me.
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a trussed frame of birch poles to
cently asked if there were three
carry the tent.
Two poles 25 feet
moose Within the in closure and he
long,
of
heavy
2
^
-inch birch, were
replied
that
he
could
not
say
that
ISSUED WEEKLY
planted in the bottom of the • cave.
AROUND PHILLIPS there were.
S. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
They came 17 feet above the floor,
Men who have made a study of
and were strongly braced to the logs
the
moose
claim
that
it
is
more
pro
Phillips, Maine
Maine Woods received a pleasant
Game Record Kept at Bangor and flooring. The ends of the ridge
pall from Peter Nicolar, who was in bable that the cow mocse would re
L. B. &A p K ET' r,
pole were nailed on top of these,
main than the bull, and the fact that
Valueless.
Business Manager town last week the guest of .Miss
then the tent and fly were put in
fonly
hulls
are
reported
in
the
open
C, T. Crosby for a day. Mr. Nicolar
p.ace.
Both tent and fly had halfFew
made a trip to the woods after clos seems to. bear cut this belief.
OUTING EDITION
them
Dover, Oct. 24.—That some action inch iron rings worked into
8 ***3 ............................... .......... J L.oo per year j ing' their summer store at Rangeley. people ever enter the preserve and
LOCAL ’ EDITION
Mr. Nicolar is chief of the Penob the result is that the moose have a should be taken by the Maine Leg opposite each end of the ridge-pole,
12 and ltf pairea •■ .............................. Jl,5C per jear
scot tribe of Indians and resides at breeding retreat where they will not islature at its next session to make and through these a six-inch iron bolt
CaJKwUavi. M exican. Caftan aud Manama aubwholesale Avas driven down through each end of
The estimate is that, a law to prevent the
He, with Mrs.
Nicolar be disturbed.
S'siripttMfl .VO eea.ca extra. Foreign subacription Oldtown.
Each
will go on a camping trip for a the Berkshire woods are fairly stock- slaughter of deer from automobiles the ridge-pole into the posts.
s cents extra.
is
the
belief
of
Dover
men
Avho
have
one
of
these
bolts
ended
at
tie
top
e-1
and
that
a
closed
'season
fer
the
me nth. or so after he returns home.
in tem d «u > »e co a d claa3 m atter. January 21.
They have a big business through next five years will mean that there made a study of the game question in an iron ring.
i
at the postotiftce at Phillips, M aine, under
“ From each iron ring, and outside
ti e summer and Mr. Nicolar says will be upward cf 100 moose in the and who have an interest in the
t oe A ct ot March 3. 1S79.
future of Maine as a “ big
game” Of the fly, Ave carried two Avlre-rope
that they have to constantly be de hills.
T u j M urid Woods thoroughly covers the entire vising new shapes and ideas for their
Now as to results.
The best au State.
guys to heavy ’ ogs on
opposite
state ot flSsdue os to Hunting:. Trapping. Cam p- baskets which, sell so readily to the thority on moose in. this region
Something of this sort is favored sides of the stockade.
is
Inside we
ag and Outing news, and the Franklin county
W. J. Heehner, who has lived in by Hon. John Francis Sprague of till a lashed and spiked between them two
summer guests.
oeaily.
Maine W ioda s >Ucit» com aunications and iisb
Norman Williajns
and
Charlie Maine and hunted these big animals town, ex-president of the Maine birch cross-braces four feet apart
* ad game photographs from ita readers.
one
Pie says that during Sportmeu’s Fish & Game associc.t- j an(j ollte diagonal brace from
Toothaker have been among the for ^inaiiy times.
When ordering the address of your paper
the
closed
season
he
has
often
been
i011*
*
upright
pole
to
the
other.
The
retunate
hunters.
Williams
Secured
hanged, please give the old as wed as new
It is asserted that hundreds of tietr guIt of tLig plan was a strong, flexd dress.
his at Eustis Junction and Toothak within 100 feet of them and has nev
er known a case where they have are being slaughtered this season by j ible WOOden truss to hold the heavy
er at Redington.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1915.
In the
rutting LUtodists who go in their cars to tent and fly, giving a little to the
Messrs. F. N. Beal and Bert Worth attacked anyone.
si-i
a
son,
or
When
wounded
and
cor Greenville, where they transport their wind when it blew hard.
ley took a trip up over the Mile
Square one day recently and brought nered they will put up a fig t and machines across Modsehead lake by
“ Instead of the usual long
guyARRIVALS AT
home one bird.
Mr. Beal reports by their great hulk and strength be steamer and embark on the two new ropes, Avhich pull and tear a tent
come a formidable foe. Mr. Heehner, highways recently constructed by the when wet, birch racks were planted
the birds plenty hut rather wild.
THE ELMWOOD Mr. and Mrs. John Pfennings and does not believe that people need Great Northern Paper Co. and which on each side of the tent, two feet
miles
son, Porter, Brett Mcrse and Eddie fear the moose as the chances are, cover a distance of 20 odd
from it and strongly braced into the
will north through the Avoods.
Hutchins of Waterville left Sunday very remote that any injury
Recent arrivals at the Elmwood
During the summer season the deer, grounc*'
8 sn01t> two too guy
for the Chase pond camps,
Where come from them and their worth to
hotel include:
F. L. Dennison, T. they will he for two weeks on a the secticn as a hunting resort Will have accustomed themselves to the ropes were lashed to the racks when
wee, with bue result that, avuen dry,
A. O’Leary, Bangor; Mr. and Mrs.
hunting and camping trip. They made be •greatly appreciated by the hunt sight of the big motor trucks of the they slacked off a little, but not
E. C. Wilson, Ralph W. Hennings, the trip by automobile.
paper company and pay scant heed
ers.
Waterville; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. BroThe auito hunters, armed ! ei!0Ugh to be troublesome.
Frank Cole got a fine six-point
AH authorities agree that the to autos.
den, O. J. Tuibbs, Winslow, Me.; D. buck Wednesday of last week.
“ A tent so mounted requires no
with
high
power
rifles, find the deer
moose is inoffensive and it is pro
G. Lanfords, Charles Allen, C. T.
This one stood the
Mrs. Ferdinand Dow of New Vine bable that the fear comes to ti ose easy prey and the result is a AVhole- adjustment.
Green, G. 'H. Jernberg, H. J. Gott, yard was a lucky hunter Wednesday net acquainted with the habits of the sale slaughter.
heavy gales and snow all winter. It
New York City; Mr. and Mrs. E. A. of last week for she shot a fine animal because it is strange and of
One party of five men in an auto will need no further attention, and
Bean, Belgrade Lakes, Me.; Mr. and large buck.
Mrs. went down in the such bulk, for the bull moose re mobile recently passed through this will stand any blow until the can
Mrs. M. A. BelfoSrd, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
The sides can be looped
orchard near her l om.e to see
if ported in this section are fully six j toAvn en route to their hemes in the vas rots.
A. M. Palmer, Saco, Me.; C. W. Por- she could find any deer tracks. While feet high at the shoulders and l ave I western-part of ti e State, and had up, or buttoned down to spikes driv
tPi, Brunswick, Me.; L. C. Baily, H. looking around she happened to look immense antlers.
The, flesh of the with, them 10 deer av’. ieh they secur en into the platform logs. There is
M. Barnes, H. A. Daviis, A. H. Webb, up in the pasture and there, stand mocse is more like beef than veni ed in one day.
They reported that a door at each end cf the tent, and
E. H. Hayden, M. F. Rolp, Portland; ing on a little hill, she saw a deer.
son. The fear is expressed by the it would have been an easy matter the windAvard one is buttened while
J M. Wade, Curtis Corner; C. W. She fired and on seeing that
the other is left open.”
she hunters that when the animals be tr have shot twice that number.
Norton, Dr. Herman Will it ter,’ Prof. F had hit him, took up the trail, which come more numerous and drove up
Under the present game laws
D. Jordan, H. P. McLaughlin, E. H. was marked by blood.
Iq a little that they will migrate to the north, there is nothing to prevent ti ;
Whitcomb and wife, Miss Whitcomb while she came upon the deer quite
These
who
•:'d that all our care is wasted simp v holesale -slaughter.
and Miss Coffin, C. W. Steel, Far
dead.
This makes the second deer ly to add to the sport in northern have inAestjgated the matter a-ssert
mington; A. L. Esty, P. H. Garvin, Mrs. Dow has shot, getting one last
Vermont and New Hampshire. Cn’.v that what is true of conditions north
W. E. Ferrald, Fred Wiggins, B. H. yean
ot Moosehead lake is also true, in a
the test will determine this.
.Spinney, Boston; B. F. Tray,
Mr.
If you meet a moose on the moun measure, on roads in other remote
and Mrs. Chas. Cunningham and
M A N Y MOOSE N E A R L E E
tains do not climb a tree.
While parts of th.e State.
George Guptill of Milo shot a bird
daughter, Auburn; Mr. and Mrs. J.
The u/se of automobiles in hunt
the fellow is shy lie is also curious,
j last week, supposed at first to be
W. Fogler, Cora M. VBarker, J. W.
Berkshire Forest Well Stocked— An and if there is anything in the world ing makes valueless h e game record |a .hen hawk, but upon closer inspec
Barrett,
Skowhegan,
Maine;
W.
Inoffensive A nim al— Pleasant Out that will attract, him it is climbing a kept at Bangor and other points, ow tion it was found to be a Peregrine
C. Hum.phy, Ed Cihilds, Pittsfield,
tree; he finds in the animal shinning ing to the hundreds of deer shot 1talccn or duck lawk, a very
ing Route and a Forest
rare
Me.; Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Spaulding,
into a tree a new denizen of ti e from automobiles cf which no record (bird.
Primeval.
Fortunately the shot did not
Mr. and Mrs. C. E, Spaulding, A. L.
forest and is aBvays curious to know is possible—'Portland Press.
kill the bird and a Milo taxidermist,
Lakes, Haliowell; Mr. and Mrs. Ho
more about it, and by 'notimt seems
Lee, Mass., Saturday, Cct. 23.
Iis in correspondence with
parties
ward Clark, Point Chester, N. Y.; j
B
U
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D
I
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G
A
W
I
N
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E
R
C
A
M
P
The gull moose scarce in Berkshire to know that anything that will
Iout of the State in regard to its purMr. and Mrs. J. Loyd Coates, Ard- j
is real.
Every day brings some climb out of his path has no danger
Ichase for exhibition in a zoo.
A
more, Pa.; L. A. Crandall, B. E. A!- j
Ernest Balch, in the October St.
T1 is was nice’y
story that a moose has been seen in store for him.
Jbird of this kind has not been
len, Worcester, Mass.; Lea Barnjum |
camp
here or there, always a “ bull moose.” illustrated in the Whitney preserve Nicholas, describes a winter
j seen in this section for 25 years at
and chauffeur, Lunn.field, Mass.; J. j
Cne of the guards was he designed and built for a patrol of
People are afraid to go into tee hills last season.
j least.
They are frequently seen in
Lewis York, Amos Ellis and wife, !
Boy
Scouts
at
Cloyne
school
in
a stranger to the animals and. be*ng
England.
The scientific name of the
Berty Ellis, Natt Ellis, Bernard 0. j and the story that there is but one
It must be planned
left alcne for a time and seeing sev- i Rhode Island.
|bird is falco peregrinus.
Eliis, Rangeley; Mr. and Mrs. S. A. j mocse that is causing all the stor
eral moose took a seat in an apple to fit witli the routine of school life
Tarbox, New York City; Miss C. T. ies has little consoling effect upon
Dee.
Tllne moose gathered around and near the dormitory that no time
them.
Th.e
fact
is
that
there
are
Cirosby, F. N. Beal, Phillips;
Mr.
Vate L. Pearce of Abbott village,
and watched him.
He took the sit might be lost going back and forth.
about
25
moose
in
the
hills
of
cen
ard Mrs. L. T. Williams, Augusta.;
foreman
at the Guilford Lumber Co.’s
uation
easily
for
an
hour,
then
spent
He says:
Ernest Williams, G. W. Williams, Au t a l and southern Berkshire. A year
camp in Shirley, was shot by Edmund
an
hour
with
an
occasional
whistle,
“
It
was
decided
to
construct
an
gusta; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler. ago there were known to be seven
and theu an hour calling for help. olri-fasioned log fort of the days of C. Leger, a bunting companion, .in
Strong; Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Miller, at liberty and they have been kept
His companions came up and took the Indian wars.
As there was al mistake for a deer to-day., and died
Madison;. Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hen t^ack of by the wardens, as far as
four hours afterward, before he could
a
seat
on
the
ground
nearl
y
and
en
ready
a
large
play-hut
with two fire
nings, Master J. P eter Hennings, possible, for the purpose of ascert
hr
conveyed to camp.
Pearce was
joyed
the
fun
for
a
time
and
then
places next to the site of the fort,
Waterville; Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Hcdg aining if they would remain in this
40 years old and leaves a wife and
drove
the
moose
away
and
liberated
by
extending
the
stockade
sufficientman, Miss Fay Hodgman, Mr. and latitude or wander off to the north.
two children.
him.
’y a covered passageway would join
Mrs. A. P. Haines, Mr. and Mrs. J. As far as can be learned they have
If
the
reader
would
like
to
see
a
tile play-hut to the fort.
E. Lash, J. A. Jameson, Miss Hal- remained in the country.
taocse in tie wild take a drive up
“ Around the camp we built a log
Joseph Gonyer of Old Town, was
At the same time a year ago the
lier, Rockland; B. L. Taylor, Strat
the Washington mountain road
to stockade 50 feet long by 30 wide. accidentally shot at the Wardley
moose
in
the
Whitney
inclosure
were
ton; Mr. and Mrs. W. G. McLain,
the Whitney lodge, then go south on This used up over 200 logs 10 or lumber camp, near Patten, to-day, by
Geo. Reed, Lewiston; H. W. Weeks, known to number 14 without a ques
the Beckiet road to the Decker cor more feet long, the bark being left another employee, and died soon aftertion, with the possibility that there
G. G. Weeks, Fairfield.
ners, turn sharp to the right to Yok- o.j and the logs pointed at the top ward while on the way to Patten.
were others in the depth
of the
um pond and take the Ccrdonier road and set two feet in the ground. The
woods.
This herd is now at liberty
T H O U G H T I T W A S A Z EB R A
home.
Drive slowly aiid keep your stockade was well braced on the in
as the big fence is down in many
Supt. Stanley of the Auburn Fish
eyes open.
This is one of
the
side and solidly fastened by logs Hatchery is mourning the loss of
Dr. Miliken returned last Friday places and there is nothing to pre
highways which is used least in
spiked on lengthwise.
from a hunting trip bringing home vent the animals roaming at will.
on© of the deer be has had there
Berkshire and goes direct’ y through
“ At the southwest corner a block for the past year or two.
a nice doe, says the Madison Bulle This gives a total a year ago of 21
During
the haunts of the moose and deer.
house was built on top of the stock ore of the recent rains the water
tin.
The Doctor stopped at the or more, and the ratio of increase
The round trip is between 12 and 15
ade to hold the brass saluting can Avashed out a small hole under the
Stobie camp on Misery stream and is 25 per cent, which would give a
miles, and is well worth the time
non belonging to the Scouts— Patrol fence and the doe which give birth
had a splendid time.
One of the total of 26 moose at large so far as
even if no moose or deer are found. 1
No. 5, Newport-; R. I., is their official to a -pretty little fawn last year es
pleasant features o f the trip was ; the best knowledge on the matter
It is not an automobile road and a
meeting Mr. Frank L. Locklin, audit can determine.
Just behind the blockhouse caped.
This number may machine would he hard to push over name.
As yet he has been unable
is planted the - flagstaff.
A large to locate her and he fears that the
or of the Bay State Street Railway, j have been reduced slightly by snip
the route.
On the top of the moun- j
whose home is in Taunton, Mass. ! ers, or may be increased by the
she
tain, south of the Whitney lodge, its gate in the centre of the south Avail dogs have frightened her so
Mr. Locklin is a mighty hunter and ! fact that there were animals which
a little cluster of houses, almost all I■opens on the path cf the doer °'f |will not come back.
has shot big game in Africa and oth did not come . within the count
of or them deserted.
This is known Jthe school.
er big game country hut never be the wardens or the game keeper at as the Ben Winter’s section and a j “ Between this gate and the plat A N O L D H A B I T U E OF R A N G E L E Y
fore in Maine.
the Whitney estate.
LAKES S T R IC K E N .
path leads off to the right through 1form of the tent is placed a ‘ChocThe Doctor tells a good story about
Harry Payne Whitney evidently the pasture and woods three-fourths oma stove’ and a stone fireplace.
Mr. Locklin’s first experience in the Idoss not care whether the moose of a mile to Round Mountain pond, IThe gate is secured at night by a
Many of our readers will be moved
Maine woods.
It seems that one of ; are kept within the inclosure or al and here, in the hollow of the hills, heavy birch bar laid in wooden forks. to a sense of grief to learn that one
the guides had tried all colors o,f lowed to escaipe, for there'has been is cue of the prettiest lakes in
“ To build a platform for the tent, of our oldest living visitors to the
jackets to avoid being shot at in no attempt to repair the fence or to Berkshire.
On the north of this avc dragged inside the stockade four Rangeley Lakes, Mr. John. A. Lowell
the woods hut this year wore a black return ,the moose.
'This fence
is pond is one of the very few prime huge logs 30 feet in length.
These of Boston has been stricken with, pa
•and white striped sweater.
On the 10 feet high and the total length a- val forests of Berkshire, where great were blocked up three feet above
ralysis and is confined to his bed,
first day out while going quietly bout the preserve is 10 miles. The pines grow between former
great the ground and then a cave— with a having lost the use of his legs. Mr.
through the thick woods, a shot was peats were of forest saplings
and trees which have fallen in past years. very secret entrance—was dug un Lowell has been a regular sojourner
heard and a bullet sang by within a since being placed have rotted a- It is an easy walk from the road and derneath the logs.
Across the logs to “ Allerton Lodge” on Mooselookabort distance. The guide raised a way at the ground.
When a big gives one a new idea of what Berk aaas nailed a platform 20x30 feet, and meguntic for more than 40 years and
shout and going on a short distance, moose rubs his side against the fence shire was in the wild.—Republican all around it wooden bunks Avere i most of his associates cf the earlier
found Locklin.
On being
asked |over goes a few lengths and in the Journal.
built.
The hunks had a Avide board day® have passed on, among whom
what he was shooting at the hunter winter when the high Avinds sweep
at the hack, so that the wind could are Col. Alter ton, Gel. E. B.
Has
replied that he thought it was a across the mountains the fencing is SUS B C R IB E
n o w
»-OR
M A I N E net strike the sleeper,
and little kell, Henry F. Priest, the
former
zebra.
What the guide said is not not secure enough to withstand the
WOODS A N D
R EA D A L L
cross-hoards to separate the bunks owners of the lodge.
Mr. Lowell
prin table.
gales.
The game keeper was re
T H E O U T IN G M E W S .
from each other.
But first Ave built passed his 78th birthday last July.

MAINE W OODS HUNTING NOTES

DEER EASY PREY
TO AUTO HUNTERS

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

M A IN E

TRAPPERS ATTENTION—Raw furs
wanted.
Get the highest prices wit
reliable assortment.
Send for price
list.
H. Haimowioz, manufacturer,
267 Main St., Paterson, N. J.
T H E O R I G I N A L W H I T E W IN G S
Gulls M erit Protection As Scaveng
ers on Seacoast— Many Render
Important Inland Service
to Agriculture.

Washington, D. C., October 25.—
The term “ gull” usually is associat
ed in the popular mind only
with
the long-winged swimmers seen along
tlm salt water shores and in coast
harbors.
There are represented in
the United States, however, twentytwo species or sub-species of gulls,
including the gull-like birds known
as skuas and jaegers.
Of these
some are true inland birds, frequent
ing prairies, marshes, and
inland
lakes.
Flocks of gulls on the wat
ers of our harbors or following the
wake of vessels are a familiar sight
but not every observer of the grace
ful motions of the bird is aware of
the fact that gulls are the original
“ white wings.”
As sea scavengers they welcome
a& food dead fish, garbage, and offal
of various sorts, and their services
in cleaning up such material are net
to be regarded lightly. It will, how
ever, surprise many to learn
that
some of the gull family render im
portant inland service, especially to
agriculture.
At least one species,
the California gull, is extremely fond
of field mice, and during an out
break of that pest in Nevada in
1907-8 hundreds of gulls assembled
in and near the devastated
alfalfa
f’’ elds and fed entirely on mice, thus
lending the farmers nuyterial aid in
their warfare against the pestiferous
little rodents.
The skua also feeds
cn mice and lemmings. Several spec
ies of gulls render valuable service
to agriculture by destroying insects
also, and in spring hundreds of
Shranklin’ts gulls in' Wisconsin
and
the Dakotas follow the plowman to
nick up the insect larvae uncovered
by the share.
That at least one community has
not been unmindful of the substan
tial debt it owns the gull -is attested
LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
Fox, Cub Bear. Skunk, Mink.
Raccoon.
Rabbits, O t t e r ,
Beaver.
Lynx and others.
State sex. price and full des•V' cription first letter. Write
A .> u s before either buying or
selling.

C. C. GARLAND,

Box D 4S7.

Old Town. Me.

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. H e was the first bottler; has

the largest business and N YO IL
is the best oil he has ever made.

N YO IL
H A S NO E Q U A L.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O I L on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.

Sportsmen,

use it liberally on

your firearms and your rod. You will

find it by far the best. Hardware and
Sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
m trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
W M . F. N YE ,
New Bedford, Mass.

P H IL L IP S .
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of November, therefore it is unlaw S P O R T S M E N 'S S H O W
R E V I V E D lent for those hound to all parts of
ful to hunt deer in either of these
Maine from Portland which is the
counties before November 1st. The
(Continued from page one.)
recognized gateway of the Pine Tree
law also makes it unlawful for any l ly with less attractions and less State.
person to kill more than one deer in easy of access to the moneyed sports It'h a s b,een suggested that possi
either of these counties in one sea men of the Metropolis.
bly the house may be reconstructed
son.
Recently one of the big
league into an apartment house but as a
The Commissioners, at this time, magnates of base ball privately ac matter of fact nothing definite has
wish to call the attention of
the knowledged that ti e slump in interes been made public and likely will not
Public to the special deer laws which in base ball was not entirely due to be made until the affairs of the'
are now in force which prohibit the obvious commercialism but in part to hotel have been settled.
hunting of deer absolutely in the the rapidly increasing interest in golf
town of Isle au Haut, Knox county, an,d tennis. Over 328,000 new golf
on Cross or Scotch Island, so-called, ers got into the game in 1914 and BIG P I C K E R E L IS C A U G H T |(N
Q U A N N A P O W IT T .
i- Washington county, and Deer Isle, the new recruits of 1915 will undouibt*
0" in the town of Stonington,
in edly approximate a half a million. In
Hancock county, or in the town of New York City alone, hundreds of Charles Biggs Lands One Weighing
5 Pounds 4 Ounces— Nearly as
Perkins, in Sagadahoc county.
acres are now occupied by lawn ten
Large as 1909 Record.
nis, courts in the public parks and cn;
private property, where a few years
Charles H. Biggs of Fairmount Ave
ago there were probably not so many
nue, Wakefield, Mass., caught in
square rods thus utilized. And many
Quannapowitt lake recently one of
of the players of these games were
the largest pickerel taken from that
formerly base ball fans; now, instead
body of water in many years.
It
Of the 68 bird reservations, some
cf looking at a game, they play it.
weighed 5 pounds and 4 ounces.
27 situated on the seacoast or on is
Recognizing this wonderful advance
In 1907, Robert Randall captured
lands in the Great Lakes are visit Hotel Man Well Known in Both of these sports for the first time,
a pickerel weighing 5 pounds 12
ed by the gulls in migration and fre
golfing and tennis will have a prom
New Hampshire and Florida.
ounces, and on August 30, 1909, Ja
quented by them during the breed
inent place in the 1916 Sportsmen’s
cob C. Hartshorne landed a 5ing season.
In these reservations
Show and both games will be played
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Haskell enterpounder.
None as large as these
the birds find safety from
human
j tained last week at their
summer' within tjie precincts of the Madison tw-o had been taken from the lake
molestation and local wardens have
Square Garden.
(home, Winona Lodge, Lond
Pond,
since until Mr. Bigg’s capture.
endeavored to reduce their wild na
Mrs. Haskell’s brother and wife, Mr.
So far as is ksnowh, the largest pick
tive enemies to a minimum.
R IC K E R H O T E L CO.
and Mrs. W. F. Adams and sister,
erel ever taken from Crystal lake, in
Among the birds frequenting these
Mrs. C. C. Wright and husband.
the days when fishing was permit
reservations are the glaucous-W’inged,
M.r. Adams is a well-known hotel May Take Over the West End Hotel, ted there, weighed 6 pounds, 4 ounces.
western, herring,
California, and
Portland.
man. both in the White Mt. region
laughing gulls.
Thus these reserva
aTid Florida, being manager of the
tions protect several of the
most
Portland, Oct. 24—There has been
MAPS OF M AINE
exclusive Lake Tarleton
Club
at
important species of North. American Pike, N H.. and o f 't h e ' famous a Persistent rumor about the city
RESORTS AND ROADS
that the West End Hotel which has
gulls.
Tampa Bay Hotel at Tampa, Fla.
been under the proprietorship of H.
Through the efforts of individuals
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
Mr. . Wright is prominent in politi
M. Castner- for a term of years and for maps of the fishing regions of the
and the National Association of Au cal and newspaper circles,
having
dubon Societies^ guards and wardens been connected with, the Boston who a few days ago made an as state, etc. We can furnish the follow
maps:
signment, will be taken over by the ing
have been employed along the coasts Globe for many years.
Franklin County
$ .50
Ricker
Hotel
Co.,
which
is
a
subsid
Somerset County
until it is probable that there is no
.50
The party motored from New Hamp
,50
important colony from Maine to Flor shire via Franconia Notch and the iary of the Maine Central Railroad Oxford County
.50
According to late information Piscataquis County
ida not guarded during the breeding Androscoggin Valley and declared it |Co.
, '
,
..
Aroostook County
.50
season.
A few colonies are pro to b,e, among many other motor the present manager,’ who since the Washington County
.50
1.00
tected on the Gulf coast, and on the trips, the most beautiful. They were assignment has had charge of the Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
map of Maine
.«6
Oregon
coast breeding-places are enthusiastic'in their admiration of the house under the direction of the as Geological
.35
R, R. map of Maine
guarded by State wardens.
As a Rangeley country and visited during signee, will sever his connection Androscoggin County
.3 6
.3 5
result of this protection herring gulls tneir stay, all the hotels and camps with the house on Oct. 29, the date Cumberland County
.5 0
that the owners of the building set Hancock County
along tlie coast of Maine have in accessible by automobile.
Kennebec County
.3 5
for the house to be vacated.
creased considerably, while laughing
Knox County
.3 5
The
West
End
in
seasons
past
has
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
gulls are beginning to be common M O D E R N E VE S H O T AT BY HUNT
.3 5
done a good summer business and Penobscot County
.50
or ce more in various localities where
ER.
.3 5
the closeness to the Union Station Waldo County
they had been almost exterminated.
York County
.3 5
which
is
practically
a
terminus
of
(Continued from page one.)
U-e
through
trains
frem
New
York
J . W B R A C K E T T CO.,
L E G A L P R O T E C T IO N
| the exception
of the other day,
when we were picking ferns, when and the West, also Boston and the
Phillips
Maine.
Fully
as important for the pro some hunter mistook us for two deer South, make it particularly conven-

in Salt Lake City, where stands a
monument surmounted by a bronze
Gn«
• weed in advance. No headline ot figure of two gulls, erected
by tlie
other display. Subjects in a, b, c, order
_
people of that city ‘‘in grateful re~
”1mem bra nee.’1
’ of the signal
service
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— Young, rendered by these birds at a critical
gound, acclimated horses. Roth heavy time in the history of the commun»nd light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross. ity.
For three consecutive years—
Phillips, Me.
1848, 1849, and 1850—black crickets
by millions threatened to ruin
the
FOR SALE—Desirable bouse lots in crops upon which depended the very
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
lives of the settlers.
Large flocks
of gulls came to the rescue and de
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small voured vast numbers of the destruct
pigs and shcabs.
B. F. Beal, Phil ive insects, until the fialds w-ere en
lips, Me.
tirely freed from them.
It is no
wonder that the sentiment of the
WANTED—To buy small farm in
people of Utah as reflected- through
Maine, in some location where hunttneir laws affords gulls the fullest
ina and trapping is good. Near Flag protection.
staff preferred.
Name lowest price
and best terms.
E. S. Johnson,
BIR D R E S E R V A T IO N S
P. O. Box 12, Burnside, Conn.

CLASSIFIED

WOOCS,

MAKES FIRST TRIP
TO RANGELEY

tection
and increase of gulls has and opened fire.
The shot could not have come very
been the enactment of State laws
prohibiting fheir killing at any time far from Mrs. Estes, as she was
Only one
of year and of laws prohibiting the the one they fired at.
I hollered, and we fell flat
sale of their plumage.
Gulls, with fired.
their close alies, the terns,
have j on the ground until they came up to
been among the greatest sufferers j see what their game was.
I gave
from the millinery trade.As is us-1 theta a lecture on deer hunting that I
ually the cas-e, the birds were shot don't believe they will forget
for
on the breeding grounds during the some time.
There were .two of
I iwas so mad—or I guess I
height of the nesting season, thus them.
causing the death not only of the had better say scared—that I did
parent birds,
but insuring
the not ask their names, bu-t I got
death
of the
young
birds
by their number.
Mrs. Estes says she is going back
lingering starvation.
Some ' years
As we were tak
ago the public awoke to the
bar to Gully brook.
ing
out
our
last
report
to meet Mr.
barity of such slaughter, and after
Mann,
your
guide,
down
about five
much agitation New- Jersey, in 1885,
enacted the first effective State law miles on Austin stream from our lean?
prohibiting the killing of gulls. This to, we arrived at the appointed place
Mr.
Mann
example has been followed by other without meeting him.
not being there, we thought we woul
States until now—1915—there
are
go until we met him.
But getting
40 States which protect gulls
all
to the bend we left our
reports
the year.
Louisiana protects them
and started hack.
Getting back a
during the breeding season, Febru
short distance we heard a shot. We
ary 1, to August 1, while five States
turned around and looked back. We
—Montana, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona,
saw Mr. Mann crossing the stream.
and New Mexico—offer them no Pro
He was stepping from one rock to
tection at any time of year.
the other when his foot suddenly
The surest way to protect
any
slipped and he went in alt over. The
giv&n bird is to remove the tempta bank being high, he tried to creep
tion to destroy it, and so the most out, but after repeated attempts he
certain way to stop the killing o-f gave it up.
He would slide back in
gulls for the millinery trad© is to again and again.
The last we saw
prohibit the sale of gulls’ wings and '■■•f him. he was walking down the
plumage, so that the plume hunter stream, taking our last report, with
can find no market for bis spoils. the water up to his armpits and a
To California belongs the credit of 17-mile hike ahead of him.
incorporating in the game law
of
1895 the first law in this country,
prohibiting the sale of gulls’ plum
THE PLEASURE
age for millinery purposes.
Many
Of an Occasional Trip to
States followed this lead until,
in
1910, New York, enacted tbe most
PORTLAND
drastic law of all, prohibited not only
the sale hut the having in possess Will Be Greatly Enhanced I f the
ion of the plumage of any bird be
longing. to the same family as any
of the birds of the State of New Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During- Your Stay.
York.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including H o t and Cold Running
R E S U M E OF DE E R L A W S
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.
The Commissioners of Inland Fish
Just
a step from wonument Square
eries and Game have prepared a re
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
sume of certain deer laws as fol Take the “Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f.om
Union Stationlow’s :
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
Open season on deer in the coun
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
ties of Androscoggin, Cumberland,
B. F. H1MMEL.EIN,
Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, H. E. THUBSTON.
Proprietors.
Waldo and York, is during the month

MAINE WOODS
Conducts a first class job printing department
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

W h y not let u s h e lp
you w ith

your

a d v e rtisin g ?

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

NEW CHASE HOUSE

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

,

\
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AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY
Burton Stone Tells How to Select
the Camera.
(W ritte n fo r Maine Woods.)
Number II

It is somietIim.es quite puzzling to
know what kind of a camera to buy.
The safest way for a beginner is
generally to buy one of the Brownie
class.
These little instruments, are
very inexpensive and are also trust
worthy and reliable and capable of
making really fine pictures.
The
Brownie is well-mad©, put together
right and very seldom gets out of
order.
Then the expense of p u r 
chase is not great and df you con
clude to buy a higher priced machine
you do not have much invested i
the Brownie and the buying of a new
camera does not seem a great burd
en. ' Second-hand cameras are bard
t'- dispose of so at is well to be sure
we are .night before investing in a
high-priced outfit.
Cine who really wants to know the
picture business and progress in the
art should of course buy a plate
camera.
The person who
knows
how to operate successfully a plate
camera does not have to spend a
great deal of time to, learn to oper
ate a film machine. A film camera
is very convenient to operate and
capable of good results, but those
who own only film cameras seldom
have much real photographic know
ledge.
Too much working in the
dark and guess work.
Low-priced
box plate cameras are seldom cap
able of good work.
The
folding
models with .reversible backs
and
rack and pinion are the proper tiling.
An examination of the camera cata
logues would indicate that the most
desirable of the plate cameras are
not finding a ready sale. The buy
er thinks he wants a light plate cam;era that will go into his pocket.
This as a mistake.
The latest Sen
eca catalogue shows they have dis
continued making their No. 6 camera.
Now this No. 6 was one of the best
hand cameras ever made to sell
at
a
modest
price,
but
the
public wanted something light. The
(No. 6 was strong, sturdy model, built
for use and it would stand the test
of time.
Till® writer^ experience
with light, plate cameras has
al
ways been that they are unsatisfac
tory.
‘i
Practical workers will agree with
this I am sure.
The Korona cam
era iSerieis II is the best light cam
era il knowr of.
It has a reversi
ble back, however, and rack and pin
ion, which is lacking in most of the
light cameras.
A plate camera with
out reversible hack and rack
and
pinion will never be satisfactory to
the careful worker.
The foregoing
refers to hand cameras.
The specialist in picture taking
who wants to delve deep into the
art and (perhaps earn his living with
the camera will want something with
a still greater variety of uses.
He

D o n ’ t waste tim e with or
dinary flour when your g ro 
cer can give you W illia m

T e ll, m illed from O h io Red
W in ter W h ea t. Order a sack
today and do som e
ribbon

b a k in g.

blue

Y o u can

win dom estic science prizes
with the good th in gs baked
from

W illia m

T e ll , the

flour that goes farther.

axstsbworkeo-

william teM*..

W

illia m
T e ll

6. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
Phillips, Maine.

W OO DS,

gets a view camera or a hand cam
era ct the Graf lex style. It is not
possible to use the large lenses of
the portrait type in the ordinary
hand camera.
The writer hag four
outfits fam(d the regular lenses from
’ailil Of them can he readily used in
the 5x7 view camera, which has an
extra back which takes 4x5 plates.
The advanced worker will readily
see how nice it is to he able to use
a len.s of 13 inch focus for 4x5 or
5x7 photos.
In portraits especially
is this desirable.
Then I want to
take baby photos indoors.
If you
have ever tried this with a slow lens
you know what you found out—wast
ed plates and more wasted—not
much results, so I also use in this
view camera a 4x5 portrait lens
working at a speed of f:5.
An ex
posure of % second with this lens
gives practically the same exposure
to the film as a Brownie
camera
would with an exposure of 5 to 10
seconds.
This lens is larger than
my 8x10 rectilinear and at
least
twice as fast.
So in selecting a camera consider
what it is capable of doing and
don’t depend too much on the fine
language in the catalogue.
Photo
graphy is not as easy as some people
think after they have been inspired
by reading some Kodak or Ansco
advertisement or catalogue.
How
ever, it is the writer’s belied after
eleven years of practice and study
that it is an. art well worth while. I
do not regret that I learned to make
pictures.
You nor 1 will never en
tirely know the business. Something
new always “ bobbing up.”
Always
roam for improvements.
Always
nearer perfection as the years
go
by.
Get a camera, but buy wisely and
with understanding. Do not think
that the possession of a certain
make of camera is the only thing
necessary for success. Kodak cata
logues are printed to sell Kodaks and
tell only the bright side.
However,
my word for it, photography is worth
while.
Burt Stone.
CUT

C H R IS T M A S T R E E S

In Supreme Court this afternoon a
inquest was held in the matter of
the State of New York
against
Charles Quackenbusli, to recover a
penalty of $2,620 for 262 Christmas
trees, valued at $10 each, cut by the
defendant on State lands in
the
town of Forestport. Attorney Moore
of the State Conservation Commis
sion’s department represented
the
State Department. Quackenbush was
arrested last April on an order
granted by an Albany Justice of the
Suureme Court on the application of
Attorney General Woodbury’s office.
The defendant has been in the Utica
jail ever since be was arrested by
Shriff Moss’s deoartment.
STATE

P U B L IC

O F M A IN E .

N O T IC E .
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BOOKS
The following books arc endorsed
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
pers and sportsmen in North America.
The information they contain is re
liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful experi
ments of men who are leaders in the
different branches covered by these
works.
These books should be in the
hands of every man who goes into
the woods, either for pleasure or
profit.

FOX TRAPPING
B O O K of
instructions,
tells how to trap
s n a r e , poison t
and shoot.
At
valuable b o o k
for trappers. Ifj
all the methods1
as given in this h
had been stud
ied out by one|
man and he had!
rd-vHv
begun trapping}
when Columbus!
discovered
America, more}
than four hun
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.
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Price, postpaid, cloth Bonnd, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
E S C R IBES the
fur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
tion, w i t h
practical
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7
inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The W easel; The Martin; The
Fisher, The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The W olf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or W ild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
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Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

By virtue of the authority confer
red upon us by the
provisions of
Chap. 32, Sec. 39, R. S., as amend
ed by Chapter 222 of the Public
Laws of 1915 we, having received
written complaint from the owners
of tfhe land that beaver are doing
actual, substantial damage to their
property, hereby declare an
open
season on beaver, from November 1,
1915, to February 29, 1916, inclusive,
on the following townships:
In the town of Kingfield, Franklin
county,
In the town of Salem, Franklin
county,
In the town of Madrid, Franklin
county,
In Township Number One, Range
Two, W. B. K. P., known as Redington Township, in Franklin county,
In Township Number Three, Range
Two, B. K. P. W. K. R., known as
Jerusalem Township, in
Franklin
county.
During the open season herein pro
vided for on the lands above spec
ified, it shall be lawful for any li
censed hunter and trapper of
fur
bearing animals to trap beaver there
on, but no person shall set a trap
for heaver within ten feet of a beav
er house.
Witness our hands this 20th lay of
October, A. D., 1915.
Harry B. Austin,
Walter I. Neal,
F. E. Mace,
Commissioners of Inland Fiseries
and Game, State of Maine.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
B O O K of in* structions f or]
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A . R.
Ilarding. This book
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on how
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and
con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
W hen to Build; W here to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; N um 
ber of Traps; W hen to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.
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Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

ORDERS TO
Q P F f I AT

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN
CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS
E S C R IB E S in a
practical man
ner,
the
training,
handling, treatment,
breeds,
etc.,
best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:

D

ELLS
about the
Hudson Bay Com 
pany; Northern Indians]
and their Modes of [
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r
th eI
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter) L
was with the Hudson L ,™
Bay Company for about | fWft. mi ihhm■
4 ° years--from 1863 to [ g
; ; .* J
1903 and the information is given from al
most a half century’s 1
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

T

The Hudson’s Bay Comimny; The "F ree Trader”
Part 1 —Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting. The Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training ions for 1lie Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
ing for Skunk. Opossum and Mink, W olf and Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver.
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels^ and Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
and Rabbits, Traming the Deer Hound. Training Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
Suggestions from Many Sources. Pari 2—Breed to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
ing and Care of Dogs—Se'ecting the Dog, Care Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued), The Care of Blistered Feet. Deer Sickness. A Case
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
ments of the Dog. Part 3 “ Dog Lore—Still Trail Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
ers vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on the Trap Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Line. Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The sary. A Heroic Advemure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Beagle, Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
and Setters. Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents
Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Tahle of Technical
Terms.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.

FUR FARMING

r
animals, er
ures, their hs
care, etc., a
th e
recogi
authority on f u r
raising — now
fourth edition—
ir,yr-' . ‘
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U . S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, W h at Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.
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Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting
S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc.
The writer,
Mr. A. F. W allace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ T o
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and L o
cating; Early Surveys; Com er Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for H om e
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; H ow to Locate a Claim; Poor M an’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

I

STEEL TRAPS

D rscribes

the
various makes
land tells how to use
them. A lso chapters
|on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains
333 pages, 5 x 7 in.,
and 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
lity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long
needed.
Gives the history of
w ;
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; W ell Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and W e b
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps;
Stop Thief Traps; W ide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; W here
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T apping; Land
Trapping; W ater Trapping; W hen to Trap;
Some Deep W ater Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
of the
T HmI So sist onepractical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W ood s, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and H unt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth oound, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
MINK TRAPPING
B O O K of in
struction, giv
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what yo u !
want to know, thatf
is if you want to
catch mink.
’Phis
book is edited by
A . R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual W ays; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
T raps.
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Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

H E most practi
cal book on fishiag ever published.
i. S C 1 E N C E OE
The
author says;
F IS H IN G
“ For those who have
I caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , W H E N
and W H E R E to
8
catch them; also tells
the K I N D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle A rt” ; Rods;
Reels; Ilooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the H ooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution* of
Fish— Good Places.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents
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sent a very small cross section to |Though th© great American
game
be acted upon by the air. They are has no heartier rooters, usually, than
also mad© to taper at the rear, the shooters, they are not all ball
which eliminates the vacuum creat players.
On the other hand, pro
ed behind projectiles at very high fessional ball players, almost without
speed.
exception, seek recreation with the
If I have not convinced you, come gun, in some form., after the hard
again.
season’s games are over, and in be
tween games, if opportunity offers.
R. H. H., Albion.
There will be a great exodus from
1. I noticed a statement recently
the
diamond to hunting fields now
tjiat the 30.30 rifle is not powerful
enough for moose.
What calibre that the brown October days are
Walter Johnson,
Eid.
\>.ould you recommend for
moose, with us.
Milan,
bear and all big game such as is Walsh, Nap Rucker, Clyde
will
found in the big woods of the North? Vean Gregg and many others
shouldjer
their
Remingtons,
as
will
Ans. The 30.30 js used for moose
shooting, but the more powerful rifle Cobb, and go out into the open for
are usually desirable.
There are so the hiking and the ozone and the
many it is rather difficult to specify nerve thrills that help to prepare
another
one without being unfair to the for the exacting grind of
year
on
the
circuit.
others.
Look up the manufacturers’

Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.,
who had made a wager with some
unbeliever and inside Off the allot
Z>
1C
1Tlir '
ted time killed the moose within a
few miles o,f camp and came in with
the head.
1-Ie explained why it
was impossible to walk down a deer
in th© same manner.
Th© moose,
he explained can be tracked by some
distinctive mark, a peculiarity in the
track or spot of blood from his hoof,
so if his track does 'mingle with
thos© of others it can be
picked
cut, while deer are so much more
numerous and their tracks so much
alike that the trail would be lost.
But the mighty moose, which I
understand is so formidable
when
cornered will as soon as he finds
himself fol’owed, stop eating
and
with worry so weaken himself that
it is only a matter cf time before he
A M O O T E D Q U E S T IO N A N S W E R - [with th© same velocity, with which catalogs.
is yours.
No caution is necessary
ED.
it started.
And it would show the
G
A
M
E
P
R
O
S
E
C
U
T
IO
N
S
2. Is a revolver allowed to be use
in tracking, but on th© other hand
same striking power or penetration in the North, and what calibre would
In this issue an inquirer who has as if fired down from the rifle with be best and handiest for that work?
A. R. Sanborn, trial justice at Is noise helps, for the sooner the
difference which
given much thought to shooting mat an infinitesimal
Ans. Yes—I would suggest
.45 land Falls, has reported to the Com moose knows you are after him, the
The speed calibre.
ters, locks herns with Mr. Lan© on could not be measured.
mission of Inland
Fisheries and quicker will lie be yours. When you
the much discussed subject of how of falling objects is the same regard
Game the prosecution of J. B. Car camp for the night, the mcose will
a bullet, fired straight up in the less of difference of weight. A dif- O. F., So. St. Paul, Minn.
penter for hunting and camping on also camp but in the morning when
mass | 1. What is the penetration of the wild lands without a registered guide you come up to his bed no signs of
air, acts on its upward and down er-ence of density, bulk or
ward journeys.
Our readers may would make one fall faster than an .44 Winchester rifle?
as is required under the provisions his eating can be found, only a hol
Ans. Nine %-inch soft pine boards of the non-resident hunter’s act.
low in the snow where he has laid
differ as to whether “ H. W. S.” is other owing to the resistance of the
2. Is this rifle suitable for bear
right in his contentions, but it goes atmosphere, although in a vacuum
Warden W. P. Pollard of Foxcroft until the hunter chooses to start
without saying that he is entitled to |a bullet and a thistle-down
would and deer?
reports the payment of $10 fine each again, then he gets up and with fear
Ans.
I would recommend a more by Bile Herring and Frank Dyer for of man showing more plainly in his
a vote of thanks for drawing the ; fall with equal velocity,
most interesting reply from Mr. Lane* The resistance of the air need not powerful rifle.
hunting on Sunday.
With several big eyes, starts again on the trail
3. Which is the stronger, black or similar cases reported from Belfast which he already knows will!
end
—The Editor.
be taken into consideration in the
smokeless powder for shotguns?
only
with
his
death.
Soon
he
be
the number of prosecutions for
matter under discussion, as there is
Ans. They are equal in power.
hunting on Sunday exceeds all pros gins to li© down of his own accord
nc> deforming of the bullet and alH. W. S., Camden, Maine.
4. Does black powder injure the
ecutions for other causes since the and will remain until his pursuer
Recently you answered an inquiry though it aids gravity in stopping
barrels?
It is not long
f:rst of October.
It becomes
ap i« almost upon him.
relating to a bullet fired straight up Itl.e bullet going up and tends to
Ans. No.
parent that wardens in the field are now before he gives up entirely and
iii the air.
Permit me to point ! Protect it going down, the effect
5. Will furs be higher this winter
making an effort to enforce the old blows cannot force him another
out an error in your answer.
In i would be extremely small, and hardtl an last winter?
The spot picked for his last
statute against Sunday hunting which inch.
th© first place you say the atmos- ■Jy to be measured,
resting place is usually only a few
Ans. If I could answer that ques
v as given a few more teeth in the
pliere slows up the bullet on its way i Something of the velocity of faltion, I would be in a position to
miles from the starting point, a huge
last session of the Legislature.
up and also down.
This is, of ing bodies may be gathered
from
circle having been made in the seven
make a lot of money gambling on
course, true to seme extent, but may newspaper reports of aeroplane darts
furs.
;
,
days that he has been tracked.
T H R O U G H DEAD R IV E R
REGION
be disregarded, inasmuch as the bul- having goVe through a man lengthA few days after we regretfully
let is not deformed and also because wise in t’ © war.
It v doubtful if
said good-bye to the friends we had
(Continued from page three)
the resistance of the air to the pas-! they fell from a greater height than
made at King & Bartlett and started
water which comes up through the
sage of the bullet is equal both on ! v ou’d be attained by a modern high
for Blakeslee, our next stop.
We
fine white sand is ice cold. The bot
its upward and downward journey.
i power rifle.
The same reasoning
were rowed over to the beginning of
tom of the spring is a moving mass
The fact is, the bullet would strike ] shows the futility of firing at aerothe four-mile trail by Ralph Hiayes,
cf sand which the water keeps in
as hard after its fall as if the muz- planes at a great altitude as the bulthe account of whose death I was
motion continually.
zle of the rifle were pointed to the lets have little striking fcrce to insorry to see in Main© Wocds some
Soon w© came out on the shores
ground, or in other words, its veloc- flict damage.
twor years ago.
cf beautiful King & Bartlett
and
ity would be ti e same after the fall I Ans. Your reasoning is entirely
Before noon we wrere at Blakeslee
were shaking hands with the pro
as when it left the muzzle of the ; logical and would prove your case
and were receiving the characteristic
prietor,
Harry
Pierce.
The
camps,
rifle and may be thus explained. The , except that the resistance of the atgreeting from Jo©
White, which
powder charge imparts to the bullet mosphere to the flight of th© bullet Why Play Baseball When the Game of which there ar© a considerable makes everyone feel right at home.
number, occupy the south shore of
p certain amount of energy.
This , is no such small thing as you asSeason Is On.
Joe leaves nothing for your comfort
the lake and face Spencer mountain.
manifests itself as motion. The sume.
Take a concrete example for
to desire.
He is bell hop, waitress
It was almost a relief to s©e people
weight of the projectile multiplied by instance:
A w&Ll-known and popuand chambermaid and when he can’t
Let T. R. heware!
On© whose
again,
although
the
day
before
we
it" speed constitutes what may be lar high power rifle cartridge has a name is on as naany tongues as his
find enough lo do he builds a big
called momentum.
This force tends muzzl© velocity of 2,000 ft. per sec- own and whose record is known had been glad to be alone, and it fire in the circle of camps and
was
an
added
relief
when
Mr.
Pierce,
to carry forward the body possess- ond.
When fired in a horizontal di- from ocean to ocean, even as the
brings out chairs for you to enjoy it.
ing it until overcome by a superior rection at the end of but 200 yds., career of Cyster Bay’s chief citizen probably seeing our distressed looks, He built a rouser that night and we
asked if we would sample some of
resistance.
: itc velocity is 1,390 ft. per second, a
ah sat around telling stories for
—is going after Bull Moose with a his cookery.
Nothing could have
This resistance is furnished by *OSs
near!y one-third, due entire- Remington autoloading rifle!
hours.
Joe held the floor the great
pleased us more and in a few min
gravity which slows down the bullet j '■y to the work necessary to over
But the t.inv© hasn’t yet come for utes we were happy with all the er part of the time and among oth
air.
and eventually stops it. Then grav com© the resistance cf the
story,
a declaration of war on the part cf good things which they know so well ers told the ‘‘Pork Barrel”
ity, still acting on the bullet, starts j Gravity has nothing to do wi ll t is til© leading Progressive, for
this how to prepare in these backwToods which I see some of your readers
it back toward ti e earth at the rate ! loss’ as the bullet was fired h°rizon- mighty hunter, so formidably armed,
are inclined to doubt.
camps, spread before us.
of 16 ft. per secord.
Eut gra^Py" tnlly and a diagram showing the di i ; withal a peaceful citizen, one
Days sped quickly at Joe’fe, filled
We tock it easy that afternoon,
being a constant force, will cause rection of action cf t’ e force of Tyrus Cobb by name, who is heading
with fishing expeditions, sometimes
lazing
around
the
camps
and
talking
the bullet to accelerate its speed. gravity in relation to the direction for the moos© of Canada—not of the
with, the guide®.
Just before sun of quite long duration, to the differ
It the end of the first second, the of the bullet’s travel will prove this United States.
set we started out to try the finny ent ponds in his domsin and the end
If. it were net for t1 e air
bullet will be traveling downward at to you.
N ow that the world’s series is tribe, and What sport!
We had of our vacation approached all too
the rate c f 16 f. s. from a stand- I resistance, the bullet would still be oveir Tyrus will sal’y forth on this
scarcely started before Roy had a speedily.
still.
With the constant
pull of |traveIing 2’P0° ft’ p* r second at the hunt, which is the annual recreation
Early in the afternoon of the 12th
strike and the three-pound laker gave
gravity, which is equally strong ! end o f 200 >'d's” or at any
lon* * ©vent in the life of the
w0
peerless him a merry battle for a few minu day since we had left Eustis,
whether a body is in motion or not, ; distance until its path weje fiaal]y diamond star..
tes.
That was- only th© beginning once mere stood on the bank of the
the speed increases rapidly. T © rate dfeflected sufficiently by gravity so
When Cobb last played at New cf an hour® sport and we took out river and locked across at the little
of acceleration is thus stated:
1st I that U &truck the * rc™ dTr us’ York)\s Bo’ o Grounds, b© took a few
town.
Different thoughts were in
second, 16 ft.; 2nd, 32 plus 32; 3rd, air resistance slows down the bullet moments from his work to pick the of the beat at the dock seven fine cur minds this time.
Before we had
fish
running
from
2
to
3^
pounds."
64; 4th, 96; 5th, 128, etc., adding 32 if it is fired vertically to the same rifle which l.e prefers for his entry
pictured
ourselves
in
th©
woods and
That night we visited the guides’’
ft. each secord after the 2nd. This extent, the amount of loss in veloc- irto the big game land.
on the lakes, bringing monster sal
A party camp and talked with the
guides
speed is imparted by gravity and re iiy due to gravity being represented of friends, with whom he hunts on
mon and trout to net, around
the.
until th© we© small hours.
by the potential energy cf the bul
stores to the buret the momentum
campfire
in
the
evening
listening
to
and
off,
whenever
the
chance
comes,
The most interesting character awhich was previously overcome by it. let, which again turns into kinetic will go along with th© fans’ favorite
the stories of the guides, but now all
mong
the
guides
was
Andrew
Doug
energy upon its descent.
Cwing to
The energy imparted by the powd
las, the pioneer of the Dead River this was a memory, and we could
this first loss, that is, of air resis hitter.
er was sufficient to driv© the bullet
Probably
Cobb
is
one
of
the
most
Region, who found many cf the see a picture of noisy streets, crowd
tance, tl e bullet dees not go any
a certain distance (which c as easily
conspicuous
examples
of
the
affinity
camps
in that vicinity.
He told us ed trolley cars and bustling offices,
where nearly as high as it would if
be figured out) against the force of
were not for th© air resistance, of baseball for the shooting sport. ^among other things l ow the ponds, a picture which became a reality all
gravity.
This energy having been
Jim and Tim received their names. too quickly.
and consequently its potential ener
first overcome and later restored, it
There were three trappers, Jame®,
gy, if there were no air resistance,
fellows that the bullet would return
Timothy and Button who were in the
on its return flight wrould not be
mams
“ good old days” before buckboards
enough to equal its initial velocity
and city “ sports” were known in
by the time it reached the ground.
those parts, separated at the Dead SI D o
Also, the air acts in an opposite di
y o u w a n t to
Rwer and struck out fer new camp
rection on the return of the bullet
Buy a d og ?
ing grounds in the wilderness. Lutand it has a greater effect in pro
Mothers cannot always tell why portion on its way down because the
ton made hi® lie ad quarters on a
Rent a house?
their children a^e fretty, feverish and bullet is traveling base first.
brook which new bears on the maps
restless, but if worms are suspected
the nam© Button Brock and James
A® stated above, your argument
it is wise to find out at once. A small
Find a ring?
and Timothy gav© their names
to
dose of “ L. F.” Atwood’s medicine is entirely correct if there wrere no
given at bedtime, and another in the i ajr tut you very much underesti
the ponds Jim and Tim. He enter
Sell a boat?
morning before the child eats any
tained us with many other stories cf
breakfast, will show whether or not mate the air resistance an tile flight
Trade horses?
itshe woods of which not the least
The experiment has
worms are the cause of the trouble. of projectile®.
O pposite State House, Boston, Mass.
interesting was that of walking down
Read what one mother wrote:
been tried of firing bullets vertical
Offers room with hot and
H ire a cook ?
Waterville, Maine.
cold water for $1.00 per day
a moose.
ly into the air and one experimenter
and up, which includes free
I find the “ L. F .” Atwood’ s Medicine in reports that the Government SpringI cannot begin to do justice
to
Secure a position?
dispensable for jaundice, from which ft re
use o f public shower baths.
lieves me. I give it to my two little ones
this story for none can give second
field cartridge when fired vertically,
when fretty. 1 find it will soon chase their
Nothing to Equal This in New England
hand the vivid description and quick
and which has a peiietraticn at the
troubles away and leave them laughing again.
tff If your want is worth
ac tion given it by “ Old Dug.’’
muzzle of 54 inches in solid pine,
M ks. M elbou -.ve A m es ,
Rooms with private baths
R. F. D. No. 41.
He would stiprt out with only a wanti ng, it is w orth
for $1.50 per day and up;
upon its return has a penetration of
suites of two rooms and bath
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest about 1 to IV2 inches.
few provisions and a knife and in
for $4.00 per day and up.
store, or write today lor a free sample.
side of seven days, I believe
that spending a few cents in
The aeroplane darts of which you
FREE.— On receipt of a yellow outside
A
B
SO LU TE LY FIREPROOF was the time required, he would re
speak are made with the view to
wrapper with your op inion of the medicine,
these columns.
we will send one of our Needle Books with a
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
turn with a magnificent moose head
overremirg air resistance to the
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
Send for Booklet
in every family.
on his shoulders.
He did it once
greatest possible extent. They are
STORER F. CRAFTS
G en .
Manager
...........-I 'i'wmgrmm
“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Me. very long and for their weight prefor Mr. F. N. Beal of Phillips, of the ■st?

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

j

DAYS OF REAL
SPORT NOW BEGIN

READ WHAT ONE
MOTHER WROTE

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E

a

W O O D S,

through eight states.
They report
a fine time.
Guy W. Brooks has purchased a
SOULE’ S
Ford automobile of A. D. Graffam of
Phillips.
Sad Accident to Texas Young Man Mrs. Saul Collins attended the Rebekah Assembly at Portland recent
— Other Rangeiey Items.
ly.
The Ladies’ Parlor was the scene
( S p e c i a l C o r r e s p o n d e n c e .)
of a pleasant gathering Wednesday
Rangeiey, October 27— F. F. Graves, afternoon when the members of the
Frank
tbe eye specialist, will be in Range- Ladies’ Aid tendered Mrs.
ley on or about the 28th of October Kempton a genuine surprise party in
honor of her birthday.
A delicious
at Mrs. F. B. McCard’s.
lunch
of
salads,
sandwiches,
cake
A very pretty wedding was held
and
chocolate
was
served,
after
at St. Luke’s chapel Thursday morn
ing at 8 o ’clock, when Miss Annie wbiicih Mrs. Kempton was presented
The tables
MoiSe and John D. Nile, both of Dal-* with a cut glass bowl.
las were united in marriage by Rev. were attractively decorated with Bos
Mrs. Kempton is an act
Fr. T. J. McLaughlin o f . Farmington. ton Ivy.
ive
worker
in the Ladies’ Aid and
The bride was becomingly gowned in
white satin with veil and carried a the members were glad to show their
bouquet of white carnations.
The appreciation in so substantial a way.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pillsbury, Mr.
party was attended by Joseph Moise
and
Mrs. Geo. Pillsbury enjoyed an
and Miss Hattie Nile.
After
the
ceremony a wedding breakfast was auto trip to Wilton Monday.
Keith, the youngest son of Mr. and
Served at the home of the bride’s
underwent a
sister, consisting of sandwiches, as Mrs. C. C. Murphy,
sorted cake, wedding cake and cof- slight operation on his arm Monday.
f,ee.
The party left on the noon The operation was performed by Dr.
Master Keith is pro
train for a trip to Pittsfield and Fair- A. M. Ro$®.
field..
On their return they will gressing finely.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Esty have re
make their home for the winter at
Macy Junction, where Mr. NiLe has turned home from Brunswick, where
employment.
The bride lias been they have been the guest of their
employed at Indian Rock for the past daughter, Mrs. George McGraves.
A box supper was held
Friday
two seasons and the groom is a wellknown guide, the son of Charles Nile. evening at the White sc bool house,
Only the .relatives' and a few invited which was well attended. The pro
guests were present.
Best wishes ceeds will be added to their fund,
are extended by their many friends. which is used for fixing up the room
Miss Ellen Hannafor
Mr. and Mrs. L. W» Goodspeed of and premises.
Gardiner were guests of their niece, is the teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Spiller are
Mrs. G. W. Picked over
Sunday,
making the trip by automobile. Mr. at Jackman on an auto trip.
Oscar Johnson, who lias been em
^iGoodspeed
is
superintendent
of
ployed at Riddle’s pharmacy during
schools of Randolph and Gardiner.
Geo. Kempton has returned home the summer left for his home in
from New Vineyard, where he has Monson Saturday.
Leon Robbins and family have re
been painting and papering at the
summer home of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. turned from a visit to Mr. Robbins’
boyhood home.
A younger brother
Proctor.
Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Colby returned of Mr. Rabbin’s returned home with
liom,e from their trip Thursday after them, bringing tbe party in his Ford
noon.
During the time they passed car.

JOLLY PARTY AT

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , O C T O B E R 28, 1915.

George Beeb of New Rochelle, N. day on business.
Y., visited at M. D. Tibbetts’ the past The Jolly Twelve have again re
sumed their meetings lor the wint
week.
er.
Mrs. Aaron Soule is president
P. L. Tracy is shingling his barn.
Wm. McLain and bride were in of the club.
The many friends of Mrs. Duncan
Rangeiey the past week.
Mr. Mc
Lain is the popular salesman for Ber B. Harrison are sorry to learn that
she has been ill the past week at
ry Paper Company, Lewiston.
Miss Lillian Pratt, who has been at “ Ethelwilde.”
A jolly crowd it was that gathered
Grant’s returned home the past
last Friday evening at the kind in
week.
B.
H. Corey, who has been atvitation of Miss Sarah M. Soule at
her fine cottage on the shore of the
Kineo the past summer is spending
lake near Buena Vista Farm.
The
a few weeks with bis family.
Word lias been received of tbe party which, numbered 73 were con
death of Dr. William Noyes, a spec veyed in automobiles and upen ar
ialist in mental diseases, which oc riving at the camp received a cordial
curred at his residence, Jamaica greeting and found a bountiful sup
oyster
Plain, October 20.
Dr. Noyes has per prepared, consisting of
spent many summers in this part of stew, pickles, rolls, coffee, dough
Maine and for the past five years nuts, cookies and individual pumpkin
Later in
has been at E. I. Herrick’s camps,. Pies, grapes and apples.
the
evening
punch
was
served.
The
He is survived by a' widow and two
eatables
were
tastefully
arranged
on
sons.
Mrs. Howard Grant
of
Grant’s large tables in three rooms, and
Camps is visiting relatives in Ran candies in old fashioned^ candlesticks
gave them a very festive appearance.
geiey.
Howard Porter and Mrs. Samuel After ample justice bad been done
Leonard are at Dr. Ross’ private hos the viands, the party spent the even
pital.
Mrs. Leonard is recovering ing in conversation and in examining
from a surgical operation.
Both the many curios and antiques, which
Miss Soule 1ms collected.
All de
patients are very comfortable.
clared
Miss
Soule
an
ideal
hostess
and
A sad accident happened Monday,
caused by firearms, the victim bein everybody had a good time. . Miss
Howard M. Foster of Houston', Texas. SouLe was assisted in serving by
Young Foster h,as been in this reg Mrs. Wilmont Patterson, Mrs. Alvah
and
ion and at Kennebago since Septem Sprague, Mrs. M. D. Tibbetts
Mrs.
Wallace
Carlton.
ber for his health,.
Recently the

young man with Harold Fuller, guide,
have had a camp near Loon Lake.
Monday, Fuller was to come to the
village for supplies and young Fost
er was going partridge hunting,
with the understanding that Fuller
was tq come to the village by way
of Loon Lake.
Upon starting some
strange impulse prompted him
to
come by way of Gull Pond, where
hr met young Foster who had trip
ped in the woods, discharging
his
shotgun, the charge entering his left
hand.
Fuller corded the wound as
best he could and started for York
Camps for help.
Dr. Colby
was
called and upon examination it was
found that the hand must be ampu
tated at the wrist.
Drs. Colby and
|Ross performed tbe operation.
The
young man is now at Dr. CoLby’s.
His father, who is editor of the Hous
ton Chronicle, Texas, happened to
be in New York, and upomreceipt of
OTTER POND CAMPS
a telegram arrived Tuesday night. A
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
trained nurse is in attendance and
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. M cKEN N EY, Prop..
the young man is as comfortable as
Caratunk, Me.
can be expected at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira D. Hoar recent
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
the White
Beat Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly ly took an auto trip to
j fwtning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
Mountains,
where
Mr.
Hoar
took a
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam. Maine.
party.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Marble
left
Come to PIERCE POND CAMPS
they
where you are sure of getting game. deer, bears for Dixfield Saturday, where
and birds. Reduced rates. $15 license. Send will reside this winter.
Mr. Marble
for circular.
C. A. SPAU LD IN G ,
Caratunk. Me. returned to Rangeiey Tuesday.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Grey, Saturday.
Go to
L. J. Kempton pounded his thumb
BLAINE VILES’
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS with a sledge hammer Friday, injur
Dead River,
Maine ing it so badly as to require several
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom  stitches to close the wound.
E. A. Webber of Phillips was in
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Special Sunday Dinners.
town recently on business.
While
here he was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Badger.
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free *
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Harris of Highbooklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor. {
Round Mountain. Maine
lawn Farm are visiting relatives in
Salem.
DEAD R IV E R REGION
H. A. Furbish was in Phillips MonThe Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
aeotion Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

Where To Go In Maine
YORK C A M PS,
RANGELEY, M AINE

J . LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

•

John S a r v ille 's C a m p s
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
SiwitiK Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is hrst-ciass,
elevation 1.800 feet above aaa level, grandest scen
ery aad pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unienowii. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and aalinan fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buakboard roads only 2-12 miles. A.n ideal family
summer resert. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished • Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustia,
Maine.

WEST END
HOTEL
0 . M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine

^ The

P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S

Thoroughly m odem. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View H'duse
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

COME TO CARRY POND CAMPS
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
for the fall hunting and be comfortable.
Raugeley, Maine.
A furnace heated house when too cold
for log cabins. License for deer shoot
ing now fifteen dollars. Write for
further information.
HENRY J. LANE,
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock
Carry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham shooting. New locality open to huntars. Write to

HUNTERS

BE A SPORT
and go hunting this fall. You will find good.
w o t camps, good table and good beds at the

W ESSELL CAM PS

MadawasHa L akes, M aine
P. O. Address ST O CK H O L M , Me, 3 miles from
B. & A . R. R. on good auto road. Rates $2,00
per day. $10.50 per week.

page

con stitu tes a cl eari ng

R a n g e ie y L a k e s

R a n g e ie y ,
M a in e
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
and poultry from our own farm, enabl ridge and duck hunting.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
KANGELE1 £ AVBRfl 8 LARK VIEW HOCSE
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
*
On Rangeiey Lake.
American plan. Send for circular.

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

•classified

HEM ON S. BLACKW ELL,
Saddleback Lake Camps,
Dallas. Maine.

BILLY SOULE'S NEW GAMPS
LAKE M ILLM AGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.
R AN G ELEY L A K E S
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rit*
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K ER , Bemis, Mainei

house of
Elephants

“ W h ite

.99

flf M ost people have a
white
elep h a n t — a
discarded article w hich
either

has

purpose

or

served
for

its

other

reasons is not earning
its room,

^ E very white elephant
of yours has a cash value
to some one.

^ A want ad will find
a buyer for a few cents.

STRATTON
Oct. 25.
Percy Fotter and friend, Otis Fol
som of Waterviilile, were at the form
er’s uncle’s, Joseph Fotteris, for a
few days’ hunting recently.
Each
got a nice doe.
Harvey and Fordice Smith
have
been at Camp Fleda several
days,
hunting.
Herbert Danico shot a bear one
day last week.
Percy Danico shot a deer last wee
and Monday morning shot a bear.
Bears are plentier tins year
than
common.
Mrs. Frank Morrison
of
North
Chesterville and two lady
friends
are at Camp Fleda for several days’
hunting.
E. H. Grose is doing the
toting
for Wyman & Ranney to
Alder
stream.
Hamid Tague is driving
the team.
HUMPBACK

AT

HOME

IN

M A IN E

NOTES FROM THE
COMMERCIAL
—

Gulls Are Well Protected—Ship
ment of Black Foxes.
Chief Game Warden John Bowden
took 20 cans of trout to Eastport
from die state hatchery a.t
East
Auburn for the fish fair. Tine trout,
contrary to previous reports,
were
not fingerlings, but mature fish of
different ages, from 18 months
to
three years.
Tlhe fish' were exhib
ited in glass tanks at the fair.
A curiosity in the shape of a
game bird wias a “ Wilson sniipe” j
shown in the window of the Hamm
drug store on Hammond
street,
Bangor, Thursday.
The bird was
captured by a Union street resident. ,
or rather lie grasped it when it fiew
into his hand.
The snipe has a
narrow beak, is about six inches in
height and seems to be in good
spirits.
A. Grant of Clifton was a visitor
to Bangor with his son,
recently,
and brought with him a splendid 220
pound buck, one of the largest that '
hav© been seen in Bangor
during
the present season. Mr. Grant was
a passenger on the boat-for Boston.
Hunters are waiting for good cold
weather, as it is found that game is
not keeping well during this sjege of
comparatively mild temperatures. A.
few' inches of light snow would be
just tlie thing.
Meyer Friedman returned Tuesday from Kokadjo, where be has been on
a hunting trip, and brought back
w’ith him several fine partridges. He
leaves Thursday for Ripogenus and
other sections of Moosehead lake.
John W. Tarbell has returned from
a hunting trip at Smyrna Mills. He
secured a deer and four partridges.
C.
A. Gregory and Arthur Camer
on have gone cn a hunting trip to
Number 4 and expect to bring back
their legal quota o f game as both
are dead shots with tiie rifle.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Cram, Mr.
aDd Mrs. Leonard Wheaton, Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Wheaton of this city and
Norman L. Wheaton and son of Flat
ten have returned from a hunting
trip to the head of Second lake on
the East Branch of the Penobscot.
They got 48 birds on the trip and
found them very plentiful.

Numerous reports have been receiv
ed by the bureau of fisheries con
firming early indications that a run
of humpback salmon has been
es
tablished on the coast of
Maine.
The fish that have been observed
A shipment of black foxes from
are the first results of plants made
i Prince Edward Island passed through
in February. 1914.
The humpback
Bangor Saturday
afternoon
for
salmon is a rapid grower, and
at
Springfield, Mass.
They were se
tains full maturity jn two years. For
curely packed in wooden boxes cov
this reason, and because of its high
ered with wire netting so that there
value as a food fish when taken In
was little possibility of their escap
salt water or when fresh run from ing.
the sea, the bureau selected this
_______________________
species for introduction into selected
THE
JA C K S O N V IL L E
R IF L E
New England streams.
MATCHES.
Many fish weighing 5 to 7 V2
pounds have been taken or seen in
Jacksonville, Fla., has been holding
Penobscot river, Maine, and 20 were
the eye of the shooting enthus
captured alive by agents of thife bur
iasts throughout the country
since
eau near Bangor and held in an ef
the opening match between
teams
fort to obtain ripe eggs. From two
of the Florida Rifle Association was
of these fish 3,000 eggs were taken,
won by the Co. “ A ’’ 1st Infantry
on September 6 and, after fertiliza
team on tbe first day of the
big
tion, sent to tbe Craig brook hatch
national tournament.
ery for incubation.
This match w'as shot by five-man
Accounts of tbe appearance of this
teams, at 300, 500 and 600 yards,
n,ew fish in various minor rivers hav
slow fire, and at 200 and 300 yards,
come in, and in the Dennys river
rapid
fire.
there was a noteworthy run which
The Florida range is the second
began as early as August 15 and was
continuing as late as September 24. largest in the country, being equip
If differs in
The local fishermen caught and ate ped with 150 targets.
large numbers, and during the week one respect from both Camp Perry
of September 20 an employee of the |and Sea Girt, in that the targets are
Green lake hatchery tcok 15 fish j silhouetted against green trees, mak(eight males and seven females) Ibig it much easier on the eyes than
which had passed through the fish 1the skyline of the latter.
Probably no national match held
ways in dams i.n Dennys river and
heretofore
has had the arrangements,
were dropping down stream in a
spent condition; at the same time for the comfort of the visiting rifle
both live and dead fish w e observ men, so thoroughly worked out and
prepared for in advance, the credit
ed below the dams.
for which is largely due to Oapt. L.
T H E L A N D L O P E R IN A U S T R A L IA . E. Hanson, the
quartermaster in
charge, and Gen. Foster,
Adjutant
Friends of Mr. Holman Day will General of Florida.
read with interest the announcement
Following the Florida Rifle Assoc
made by Harper and Brothers that iation matches come the matches of
Mr. Day’s latest novel, The Land the Southern Rifle Association, and
loper, has been printed in an edition then most important of all events,
for sale in Australia. Mr. Day’s pow the national matches and the com
er as a novelist has grown with the petitions of the National Rif’ © As
passing of the years and it is good sociation of America.
news to the folks at home that there
Alfred P. Lane, New York Athletic
is a demand for his work on the*1t^luh Olympic Champion, won the pis
opposite side of the globe.
tol match with 736 out of 1,000.

